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Preface 

When committing a new entry to episodic memory – the memory for unique events, a fast 
association of stimuli is necessary. Our research shows that episodic memory formation and 
retrieval is possible outside of consciousness, and that unconscious episodic memory 
functions rely on the same brain structures. 

The goal of this dissertation is the scientific investigation of structure and limits of 
unconscious episodic memory, which was followed in three projects. In the first project, we 
utilized functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to show that unconscious and 
conscious episodic memories are processed in the same brain structure, the hippocampus, 
where conscious and unconscious memories interacted. A conscious retrieval of a memory 
was more expedient if it followed an unconscious retrieval of a similar memory. In the second 
project, we found that unconsciously encoded memories endured over at least 25 minutes of 
resting. Unconscious memories could still be retrieved and influence behavior after this 
extended retrieval interval. In the third, most complex and innovative of the three projects we 
found that novel vocabulary can be encoded and stored during sleep. This sleep-learned 
vocabulary can be unconsciously retrieved after waking. Brain activity during retrieval as 
recorded with fMRI showed that hippocampal activity accompanied unconscious retrieval of 
sleep-learned vocabulary. This is evidence that vocabulary acquisition during sleep is 
putatively mediated by the same brain areas that mediate conscious vocabulary acquisition 
while awake, most prominently hippocampus. 

Learning is a laborious process. The prospect of doing so unconsciously, i.e. without effort, 
could lead to applications in educational and clinical settings. With regards to children with 
learning difficulties (e.g. ADHD) being impaired in keeping conscious focus on learning 
material, an unconscious approach could be especially helpful. 
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Abstract
Recent evidence suggests that humans can form and later retrieve new semantic relations

unconsciously by way of hippocampus—the key structure also recruited for conscious rela-

tional (episodic) memory. If the hippocampus subserves both conscious and unconscious

relational encoding/retrieval, one would expect the hippocampus to be place of uncon-

scious-conscious interactions during memory retrieval. We tested this hypothesis in an

fMRI experiment probing the interaction between the unconscious and conscious retrieval

of face-associated information. For the establishment of unconscious relational memories,

we presented subliminal (masked) combinations of unfamiliar faces and written occupations

(“actor” or “politician”). At test, we presented the former subliminal faces, but now supralim-

inally, as cues for the reactivation of the unconsciously associated occupations. We hypoth-

esized that unconscious reactivation of the associated occupation—actor or politician—

would facilitate or inhibit the subsequent conscious retrieval of a celebrity’s occupation,

which was also actor or politician. Depending on whether the reactivated unconscious occu-

pation was congruent or incongruent to the celebrity’s occupation, we expected either

quicker or delayed conscious retrieval process. Conscious retrieval was quicker in the con-

gruent relative to a neutral baseline condition but not delayed in the incongruent condition.

fMRI data collected during subliminal face-occupation encoding confirmed previous evi-

dence that the hippocampus was interacting with neocortical storage sites of semantic

knowledge to support relational encoding. fMRI data collected at test revealed that the facili-

tated conscious retrieval was paralleled by deactivations in the hippocampus and neocorti-

cal storage sites of semantic knowledge. We assume that the unconscious reactivation has

pre-activated overlapping relational representations in the hippocampus reducing the neu-

ral effort for conscious retrieval. This finding supports the notion of synergistic interactions

between conscious and unconscious relational memories in a common, cohesive hippo-

campal-neocortical memory space.
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Introduction
Episodic memory is a class of declarative memory thought to depend on consciousness of en-
coding and retrieval [1–3]. The hippocampus is the neuroanatomical hub governing the encod-
ing and retrieval of episodic memories. Damage to the hippocampal-anterior thalamic axis
produces severe impairments of episodic memory, but leaves unconscious forms of memory
such as skill-learning or priming intact because these forms of memory depend on extrahippo-
campal structures [1–3].

Recent evidence suggests, however, that episodic memory formation and retrieval is possible
even without conscious awareness of encoding and retrieval, and that both encoding and re-
trieval depend on the hippocampal-anterior thalamic axis [4]. These findings question classic
notions of separate memory systems [1–3] and support the processing-based memory model
[5] that distinguishes memory systems based on processing modes rather than consciousness.
The processing-based memory model distinguishes between memory systems with respect to 3
variables: speed of encoding (rapid versus slow), nature of representation (flexible versus
rigid), and memory content (single items versus associations). This model hypothesizes the ex-
istence of both a conscious and unconscious form of episodic memory with both forms de-
pending on the hippocampal anterior-thalamic axis. Consciousness, therefore, is not
prerequisite for relational encoding and retrieval but rather an independent factor that serves
the strengthening of hippocampal memory representations [4].

If episodes can be encoded with and without consciousness by way of the hippocampal ante-
rior-thalamic axis and related cortices [6–8], the organization of consciously and unconscious-
ly acquired information in a single, cohesive hippocampal memory space is economically and
evolutionarily sensible. Linked episodic knowledge—conscious and unconscious—informs and
guides us better through life than episodic knowledge that is stored separated according to lev-
els of representation from conscious to unconscious. Episodic memories are dynamic and sub-
ject to transformation from conscious to unconscious and vice versa. Consider an unconscious
memory trace that suddenly “pops” into consciousness, or implicit knowledge of a hidden se-
quence in a serial reaction time task [9], or a rule in the number reduction task [10,11] that be-
come consciously accessible following sleep. Conversely, memory traces can also get purged
from conscious access dropping to a pre-conscious representation [12]. Consciously encoded
memories can also become inaccessible when one is instructed to forget them [13]. In all of
these cases, a cohesive memory space provides for a stable organizational structure of memory
that allows for shifts in the level of representation from unconscious to conscious and vice
versa. Such representational shifts appear more difficult if one assumes a strict division between
memory systems based on conscious access.

If conscious and unconscious episodic memories are both accommodated by the hippocam-
pal memory system, they can be expected to interact both synergistically and competitively.
For example, the activation of unconsciousmemories may facilitate the subsequent formation
and retrieval of content-congruent consciousmemories through activation of nearby or over-
lapping neural assemblies. We tested this hypothesis using functional magnetic resonance im-
aging (fMRI). In particular, the hippocampus was hypothesized to be place of interactions
between unconscious and conscious retrieval processes.

Participants were first presented with subliminal combinations of unfamiliar faces and oc-
cupations (face plus the label “actor” or face plus the label “politician”) for unconscious rela-
tional encoding. Due to the relational nature of unconscious memory formation, we expected
the hippocampus to be activated during unconscious encoding. Following the subliminal pre-
sentation of face-occupation combinations, an unconscious-conscious retrieval interaction test
was given. We studied whether the unconscious reactivation of the earlier formed face-

Interaction of Unconscious and Conscious Memories
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occupation association would facilitate or inhibit the conscious retrieval of a stored association
between a celebrity’s face and his occupation, namely actor or politician. We used portraits of
famous actors and politicians as cues for the conscious retrieval of occupations. This relational
retrieval draws on both the episodic and the semantic (facts) memory system depending on the
experience that the young participants in our study had with movies and political shows/news
[14]. Each test trial included the brief but visible presentation of a former subliminal face,
stripped off its occupation label, followed by the presentation of the portrait of a celebrity. Par-
ticipants were instructed to react to the famous face by deciding whether the depicted person
was an actor or a politician (Fig 1).

We expected that the former subliminal face’s occupation (actor or politician) would be re-
activated unconsciously and would facilitate or inhibit the conscious retrieval of the celebrity’s
occupation (actor or politician) depending on whether the two faces share occupations or not.
A facilitating interaction may render the conscious retrieval more efficient reducing neural ac-
tivation and reaction times. Conversely, an inhibitory interaction may increase neural activa-
tion and reaction times. These two conditions were contrasted to a baseline condition that
provided for unconscious face encoding and retrieval without relational demands and hence
was neutral regarding occupational categorization.

The hypothesized neural basis of unconscious-conscious interactions comprises the neocor-
tical storage sites of occupations, namely the lateral and polar temporal cortex [16,17], as well
as the hippocampal-anterior thalamic axis. Evidence in favour of a common memory space for
both unconscious and conscious relational memories would speak to a common memory sys-
tem for conscious and unconscious relational (i.e., episodic) memories. Such evidence would
challenge the traditional segmentation of memory systems according to consciousness [1–3]
and would support the processing-based memory model [5].

Methods

Participants
Forty-two healthy male volunteers (age 19–32 years;M ± SD = 23.86 ± 3.02) participated in the
experiment. They denied previous or current neurological or psychiatric disorders and drug
abuse. Each participant fulfilled inclusion criteria and no exclusion criteria for MRI. All partici-
pants were right handed [18] and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave
semi-informed consent. They were not informed of subliminal presentations until debriefing
following the fMRI experiment. This study was approved by the local ethics committee for
human studies (Kantonale Ethikkommission Bern).

Two participants were excluded from data analysis due to their insufficient acquaintance
with the famous faces used in the experiment. Seven further participants were excluded because
of their above-chance performance on the awareness tests (cf. section 0). Accordingly, thirty-
three participants entered data analyses.

Material
Stimuli. For subliminal encoding, 216 frontal portraits of unknown male faces were re-

trieved from the internet using Google (http://images.google.com) and the FERET database
[15]. The portraits were converted to grayscale, realigned and contrast-reduced. They were
then validated concerning their prototypicality for the occupations “actor” and “politician” by
32 (separate) students, who agreed to evaluate the faces in an online experiment using a forced-
choice task. The 148 least prototypical portraits were used as a stimulus pool for the experi-
ment. Forty-eight portraits were used in the main experiment and the remaining 100 portraits
were used in the awareness tests. The assignment of faces to these two lists was randomized for
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Fig 1. Experimental design. A: Attention task during subliminal encoding. Participants saw a flickering stream of black-and-white pixel masks. Subliminal
stimuli were presented between masks. The top left depicts one encoding trial containing twelve repetitions of one subliminal stimulus. Four encoding trials
constitute a condition block in this fMRI design. On the top right, a section of an encoding trial is highlighted with indicated presentation durations. To the
lower left, the used fixation screens are displayed with their respective frequencies of appearance. Each encoding trial contained one response slide (either a
vertical or horizontal line segment). To the lower right, we display the three stimulus categories that belong to the three experimental encoding conditions
(from left to right): Face-Occupation Pairs for associative encoding, Faces Alone for single item encoding (non-associative baseline) andContour for a non-
encoding baseline (not discussed in this paper). Portraits belong to the FERET database [15]. B: Unconscious-conscious retrieval interaction with indicated
presentation durations. A former subliminal face is briefly presented to cue the unconscious reactivation of previously formed face-occupation association.
Next, a portrait of a celebrity comes up for the conscious retrieval of the celebrity’s occupation (actor or politician) Participants were required to recognise the
famous person and to indicate his occupation by button press. Each condition block contained four trials. Fig 1B illustrates a trial of the associative retrieval
condition Incongruent and a trial of theOld Faces baseline condition, where no unconscious-conscious interaction was possible. Celebrities’ portraits were
taken fromWikimedia Commons (http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page). Berlusconi: public domain; DiCaprio: Siebbi (http://www.ipernity.com/
home/siebbi).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.g001
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each participant. A contour of a human head was reduced in contrast and blurred to be used in
a baseline condition in the subliminal encoding part of the fMRI experiment

For the test of an unconscious-conscious interaction during retrieval we collected frontal
portraits of 32 famous male actors and 32 famous male politicians from the internet. These
portraits were also grayscaled and realigned but not contrast-reduced because they were not
used for subliminal presentation.

Setup. Stimuli were presented with a Benq©WXGA SP830 DLP video projector using a
resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels and a screen refresh rate of 60 Hz. Stimuli were projected onto
a backlit screen with a viewing angle of 16° width and 9° height. Stimulus presentation was pro-
grammed with the software Presentation Version 11.3 (Neurobehavioral Systems, http://www.
neurobs.com). Participants responded by key press on a Lumina Response Pad LU400-Pair by
Cedrus (www.cedrus.com/lumina) while lying in the MR Scanner.

Experimental procedure
The experiment was carried out in a dimmed MRI chamber. The study encompassed the fol-
lowing phases in this order: 1) a conscious memory task was given to establish a task-set that
prepares participants for unconscious associative encoding, 2) the fMRI experiment encom-
passing subliminal encoding and a test of unconscious-conscious interaction during retrieval,
3) a test of stimulus awareness, and 4) the explicit identification of famous faces. Phases 1
through 3 were carried out while the participants where situated inside the MR scanner.

The experiment was designed to suit an fMRI block design with alternating condition
blocks. There were two fMRI time-series, one for subliminal encoding and the other for the
interaction test. All condition blocks took 24 seconds and contained four trials spanning 6 sec-
onds each. The assignment of stimuli to conditions and of occupations to faces was pseudo-
randomized. Condition blocks alternated regularly in a fixed order. The starter block varied
between participants to distribute over experimental conditions certain psychological disposi-
tions such as stress or fatigue and the pervasive scanner drift.

Subliminal encoding. We used our established presentation protocol with subliminal sti-
muli embedded in an attention task [7] (Fig 1A). Initially, a fixation cross (F) was presented for
233 ms. Four noise masks (M) were then presented for 183 ms each. Between the noise masks,
stimuli (S) were presented subliminally for 17 ms. Stimuli were either Face-Occupation Pairs,
Faces Alone (= non-associative baseline) or Contour (not discussed in this study). The noise
masks served as forward- and backward masks [7,19]. One trial took six seconds, consisted of 6
sub-trials and ran down in the following order: 6 × (F-M-S-M-M-S-M). This resulted in 12
consecutive subliminal presentations of a stimulus. In each trial, one of the six fixation crosses
was replaced by either a horizontal or a vertical line segment. These replacements had to be ac-
knowledged by participants with key press responses. This attention task ensured that partici-
pants’ attention remained focused on the centre of the screen throughout the task.

Subliminal encoding was implemented as a block design with three alternating conditions,
namely Face-Occupation Pairs, Faces Alone baseline and Contour. Each condition embraced
four blocks with four trials each. Hence, we presented 16 Face-Occupation Pairs, 16 Faces
Alone and 16 times the Contour. According to this scheme, 32 of the 48 experimental unfamil-
iar portraits were presented during the encoding task. The remaining 16 portraits were later
used for the unconscious-conscious retrieval interaction test in the Novel Faces condition (see
next section).

Test of an unconscious-conscious interaction during retrieval. In the test of interaction
during retrieval, participants had to categorize celebrities with respect to their occupation—
actor or politician (Fig 1B). This test encompassed four conditions: Congruent, Incongruent,
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Old Face and Novel Face. Each condition embraced four blocks of four trials. Sixty-four por-
traits of famous actors and politicians were presented as targets. The presentation of a portrait
was preceded by the brief but clearly visible presentation of one of 48 non-famous faces. Of the
48 non-famous faces, 32 had previously been shown in the subliminal encoding task. The pre-
viously presented 16 Face-Occupation Pairs were assigned to both the Congruent and the In-
congruent condition. The previously presented Faces Alone were assigned to the no-interaction
baseline condition of Old Faces. The remaining 16 faces had not been presented for encoding;
they were presented in the condition of Novel Faces (not discussed in this paper). The apparent
discrepancy between the number of non-famous faces (48: 16 associative old, 16 single old, 16
not presented for encoding) and the number of famous faces (64) is explained by the fact that
each of the 16 former subliminal Face-Occupation Pairs was used twice, namely once in the
congruent condition and once in the incongruent condition. Accordingly, 16 famous faces
were preceded by a congruent associative old face, 16 by an incongruent associative old face, 16
by a non-associative old face, and 16 by a new (not previously presented) face. A trial (Fig 1B)
started with the presentation of a fixation cross for 1300 ms. This was followed by a 200 ms
presentation of a non-famous face. Next, a fixation cross appeared again for 500 ms (= cue-tar-
get interval). Finally, a famous face was presented for 4000 ms. Participants were asked to indi-
cate as quickly as possible whether the famous face was an actor or a politician.

Test of stimulus awareness. Following the fMRI experiment, participants were asked
whether they had noticed something during the attention task that they performed in the first
part of the fMRI experiment. When they denied, they were further asked whether they might
have perceived faces or words between or within the noise masks. A yes answer led to the exclu-
sion of this participant’s data set. Following this inquiry, all participants were informed of the
subliminal presentation paradigm. Next, we administered two objective tests of stimulus
awareness. In these tests, participants’ potential awareness of subliminal stimuli was assessed
based on their choice behaviour. We first applied a test of face awareness that tested for the
awareness of subliminally presented individual faces. Next, we applied a test of occupation
awareness that tested for the awareness of subliminally presented faces plus written occupa-
tions. Each awareness tests comprised 50 trials. A trial consisted of the 12-fold subliminal pre-
sentation of a stimulus (procedure adopted from subliminal encoding in the main experiment)
followed by the forced-choice test concerning this stimulus. Hence, unlike the experiment,
there was no encoding-test interval. The immediate succession of a subliminal stimulus and its
test facilitates the behavioural expression of stimulus awareness. In the test of face awareness,
we presented 50 subliminal unfamiliar faces, each followed by the supraliminal side-by-side
presentation of the target face plus a distractor face (presentation duration: 5 s). Subjects were
asked to indicate which of the two faces had just been presented subliminally. In the test of oc-
cupation awareness, half of 50 faces were presented subliminally with the written occupation
“actor” and the other half with “politician”. Each subliminal face-occupation pair was followed
by a forced-choice test that required participants to choose between the two occupations. Par-
ticipants were given 5 s to indicate which of the two occupations was just presented subliminal-
ly. In both awareness tests, participants received direct test instructions: they were instructed to
base their decisions between faces or occupations on their previous conscious perception of
shapes or fragments of subliminal stimuli. Direct test instructions such as this are known to be
more sensitive to conscious than unconscious perception and memory [20,21], which allows
measuring stimulus awareness. On the other hand, indirect retrieval tests such as the one used
in the main experiment (evaluating a famous faces), are more sensitive to unconscious process-
ing. If subjects performed above chance (binomial test; p<. 2) in either of these two awareness
tests, their experimental data were excluded from analysis.

Interaction of Unconscious and Conscious Memories
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Test of knowledge of celebrities. Because our participants were young and unexper-
ienced, we needed to ensure that they knew the politicians and actors used in the second part
of the fMRI experiment. An interaction between unconscious and conscious retrieval could
only occur if participants were able to identify our portraits of celebrities. To this end, partici-
pants were instructed at the end of the session to classify the previously used portraits of celeb-
rities according to “politician” and “actor” and to retrieve the celebrities’ names. If participants
claimed to know a celebrity but failed to retrieve his name, they described the celebrity and/or
where they knew them from to prove identification. All participants but two were able to iden-
tify the celebrities. The experimental data of those two participants who failed were excluded
from analysis.

MRI data acquisition
Anatomical and functional images were acquired with a 3T Siemens Magnetom Trio whole-
body scanner. Anatomical T1-weighted image acquisition followed a 3D-gradient echo-se-
quence with a spatial resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 (acquisition matrix = 256 × 256 voxels, 176
sagittal slices; time of repetition (TR) = 7.92 ms; echo time (TE) = 2.48 ms; flip angle (FA) =
16°; field of view (FOV) = 256 × 256 mm2). Structural image acquisition was carried out during
the awareness tests.

Functional T2�-weighted images were acquired using a blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) sensitive, interleaved 2D-gradient echo planar single-shot pulse (EPI) sequence with a
spatial resolution of 1.8 × 1.8 × 4 mm3 (acquisition matrix = 128 × 128 voxels, 34 transversal
slices; TR = 4000 ms; TE = 32 ms; FA = 90°; FOV = 230 × 230 mm2).

Behavioral data analysis
Choice reaction times (RT) acquired during the interaction task were analysed with IBM SPSS
(version 20). Trials with RT deviating more than 2 SD from the individual mean were excluded.
Because RTs were not normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, all p<. 001;
skewness> 0), nonparametric statistics were computed (Wilcoxon signed rank exact test).
However, parametric testing yielded comparable results.

fMRI data analysis
Preprocessing of volumes was carried out with the software SPM8 (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Volumes were slice-time corrected, realigned to the first
volume, coregistered to the anatomical volume, normalized to the MNI T1 template and finally
smoothed with an 8 mm (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel.

First, we computed independent component analyses (ICA) and correlated the extracted
components of brain activity with the time-course of the alternations between condition blocks
in each of the two fMRI time-series, i.e., the encoding time-series and the interaction time-se-
ries. This analysis yields a model-and hypothesis-free estimate of functionally coupled brain
areas that were engaged during unconscious associative encoding and retrieval. We computed
group-level ICAs using the GIFT toolbox (http://mialab.mrn.org/software/gift/index.html).
The optimal number of independent components was estimated according to the minimum
description length criteria [22] in advance of the actual analysis, which was run with the Info-
max algorithm [23]. This procedure resulted in the extraction of 17 independent components
for the encoding time-series and 19 independent components for the interaction time-series.
We were interested in components reflecting unconscious relational memory processes that co-
vary with the occurrence of associative condition blocks. Independent components were thus
sorted with respect to their regression fit with the modelled time course of associative condition
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blocks. Associative condition blocks contained Face-Occupation Pairs at encoding and Congru-
ent and Incongruent Faces at test. False discovery rate (FDR)-corrected [24] one-sample t-tests
were computed on the β-weights of sorted components to determine whether a component
was significantly associated with a time-series. Significant components were subsequently
checked for a-priori regions of interest, namely hippocampus and lateral- and polar temporal
neocortices. Significant components containing a-priori regions of interest where then tested
for a regression fit with their baseline condition (i.e., Faces Alone at encoding; Old Faces at test)
to ensure that functional coupling of these components was specific for unconscious associative
memory processes. Hence, a non-significant regression fit with baseline conditions was ex-
pected. Cluster statistics were calculated in SPM8 with a height threshold of p = .05 (family-
wise-error corrected). Component images were thresholded at Z> 2 for visualisation. Label-
ling and visual inspection of the activation patterns was carried out with xjView8 (http://www.
alivelearn.net/xjview8/).

While ICA is able to uncover global-scale networks, it only allows to plot the strength of as-
sociation of single voxels with these networks, but is limited in providing insight into how local
neural groups relate to behaviour directly. Therefore, we regressed retrieval performance (reac-
tion time differences) onto fMRI contrasts to reveal signal changes that relate linearly to the
behavioural evidence of unconscious-conscious retrieval interactions. SPM8 was used for first
and second level analyses of contrasts between conditions. In the first level analysis, the time-
series of each participant were modelled with a box car function convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function. In the second level analysis, group level statistics were com-
puted on first level contrasts using within-subject one-way ANOVAs. We entered the RT-dif-
ferences recorded at test as a covariate of interest into the second-level GLM.

For subliminal encoding, the contrast (Face-Occupation Pairs> Faces Alone baseline) was
correlated with the difference in reaction times in the incongruent versus congruent condition.
This RT difference was chosen as a regressor over the RT difference of Old Faces baseline—
Congruent because there is no difference between a prospectively congruent and incongruent
face at the time of encoding, and because each Face-Occupation Pair was used in both the In-
congruent and the Congruent condition.

For the interaction test, the contrast (Congruent> Old Faces baseline) was correlated with
the difference in reaction times recorded in the Congruent versus the Old Faces condition. Both
this RT measure and the fMRI contrast reflect facilitating interactions between unconscious
and conscious associative retrieval. The fMRI data were not analysed regarding interfering in-
teractions (Incongruent condition) because the behavioural data (see below) showed no evi-
dence of interference between unconscious and conscious retrieval. No corrections for multiple
comparisons were applied due to the small signals associated with unconscious processing
[7,8,19]. The height threshold was p = .001 for the whole brain and p = .005 for the hippocam-
pus, which was the a priori key region of interest. The extent threshold was four voxels. Label-
ling and visual inspection of the activation patterns was carried out with xjView8.

Results

Awareness tests
Participants were oblivious of both the fact of subliminal stimulation and the subliminal sti-
muli. For the analysis of data obtained in the two objective awareness tests, we took a conserva-
tive approach analysing the data of each individual using binomial testing. Participants with a
performance above the upper 20%- cut-off of the chance distribution of correct responses
were considered potentially aware of subliminal stimuli. Their data acquired in the fMRI exper-
iment were therefore excluded from analysis. The 20%-cut-off corresponded to a hit rate of
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56% (50% = chance level). Seven participants performed better than expected by chance either
on the face or on the occupation awareness test. The remaining participants performed at
chance level as individuals and as a group on both the face awareness test (49 ± 7.3% (M ± SD);
one-sample t-test against 0.5: t(32) = -.583, p = .564) and the occupation awareness test
(49 ± 7.2%; t(32) = -.527, p = .603). Hence, these remaining participants were unable to con-
sciously detect subliminal faces or words or fragments thereof.

Main Experiment: Behavioural performance
Subliminal processing and attention task. Participants were simultaneously processing

two different streams of information at the unconscious and the conscious level. At the con-
scious level, participants engaged in the attention task. At the unconscious level, they processed
subliminal faces and written occupations. We collected behavioural data on the attention task
and calculated accuracy scores. Participants performed the attention task with high accuracy
(hit rate = 94 ± 23.7%,M ± SD) indicating that they focused gaze at the middle of the screen
and paid attention to the masked presentations during the whole stimulation sequence.

Interaction of unconscious with conscious retrieval of occupations. In the critical re-
trieval interaction test, participants responded to the presentation of portraits of famous actors
and politicians by manually indicating their occupational category “actor” versus “politician”.
Two participants performed poorly (46.9% and 65.6% correct) because they were not familiar
with the celebrities; these two participants were excluded from data analysis. The remaining
participants identified celebrities with 91 ± 10% (M± SD) (Congruent), 93 ± 9% (Incongruent)
and 92 ± 8% (Old Faces) correct responses. Because accuracy of choice did not differ between
conditions (F(2,64) = 1.315, p = .276), reaction times were the dependent variable that could be
modulated by the preceding unconscious retrieval processes.

A Wilcoxon exact test revealed a significant difference in reaction times between the con-
gruent and the incongruent condition (Z = -2.850, p = .002, one-tailed, effect size r = .50)
with faster responses to congruent versus incongruent famous faces. We further investigated
whether this effect was due to congruence gains or incongruence costs by comparing the two
conditions to the non-associative baseline condition Old Faces. This analysis showed that re-
sponse latencies were significantly shorter to Congruent than Old Faces (Z = -1.689, p = .047,
one-tailed, r = .29). There was no statistical difference between Incongruent and Old Faces
(Z = -.777, p = .437) (Fig 2). Hence, the above behavioural effect was due to congruence
gains rather than incongruence costs. TheM ± SDs of the RTs in the interaction task were:
1279 ± 313 ms (Congruent), 1351 ± 352 ms (Incongruent) and 1337 ± 373 ms (Old Faces base-
line). In conclusion, unconscious-conscious interactions were only apparent in the Congruent
condition, where the unconsciously encoded and retrieved occupations were identical with the
consciously retrieved occupations.

As all former subliminal faces in the congruent condition were also used in the incongruent
condition and vice versa, a bias could arise due to their repeated presentation. This was,
however, not the case: Wilcoxon exact tests showed that RTs to famous faces did not differ be-
tween the first versus second presentation of face cues in the congruent condition (Z = -1.099,
p = .280, two-tailed) nor the incongruent condition (Z = -0.116, p = .916, two-tailed).

Main Experiment: fMRI data
Independent component analyses. We performed an independent component analysis

(ICA) on the fMRI data acquired during the encoding fMRI time-series to explore the func-
tional connectivity of brain regions during the subliminal processing of Face-Occupation Pairs.
The subliminal presentation of Face-Occupation Pairs was associated with decreased activity in
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a number of functionally connected brain areas that constituted one of the obtained compo-
nents (r = -.16, t(32) = -3.1, p = .004< FDR critical p = .006) (Table 1 and Fig 3). This compo-
nent included bilateral areas in the superior temporal sulcus (extending into superior and
middle temporal gyrus) and temporal pole, which harbour storage sites of lexical-semantic in-
formation such as occupations [16]; bilateral hippocampus and ventromedial thalamus, re-
quired for encoding of new information [25]; and bilateral amygdala, which is considered to
play an important role in face perception and evaluation. As faces convey highly significant

Fig 2. Reaction times at categorizing famous faces.Group means and SEM are displayed.Old Face trials
(no association) are used as baseline. *Mean difference (ΔM) = 57 ms, p = .047, effect size r = .29; **
ΔM = 71 ms, p = .002, r = .50; one-tailedWilcoxon signed rank exact tests.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.g002

Table 1. Idependent component analysis of subliminal encoding: Functional network coupled with presentation of subliminal Face-Occupation
Pairs (r = -.16, p = .004).

Region of activation L/R Brodmann area X Y Z N of
voxels

T

Insula, Superior temporal sulcus (extending into Superior and Middle temporal gyrus),
Temporal pole

L 21, 22, 34, 35, 38,
47

-40 10 -16 4260 15.98

Brain Stem (multiple local maxima) bilat 6 -28 -20 15.79

Hippocampus, Amygdala L -20 -12 -16 9.12

Hippocampus, Amygdala L -26 -10 -20 8.58

Entorhinal cortex L 28 -22 -20 -24 8.54

Insula L 13 -42 -2 -4 7.17

Superior temporal sulcus (extending into superior temporal gyrus), Temporal pole R 21, 22, 28, 34, 38,
47

40 8 -14 850 12.45

Insula R 13 42 0 -6 8.73

Hippocampus, Amygdala R 24 -12 -16 8.01

Hippocampus, Amygdala R 30 -6 -22 7.40

Amygdala R 30 -6 -16 7.35

Cerebellum, vermis L -4 -68 -18 29 8.80

Ventromedial thalamus bilat 2 -12 -8 31 7.55

p <. 05 (FWE). L, left; R, right; bilat, bilateral.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.t001
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social and emotional information, the amygdala is automatically engaged when faces are per-
ceived [26]. Importantly, this component did not covary with the Faces Alone baseline (r = .13,
t(32) = 0.4, p = .69), and the regression-fit of this component with Face-Occupation Pairs was
significantly better than with Faces Alone (t(32) = -2.1, p = .044, effect size r = .35) (Fig 3B). In
conclusion, we can assume that this component was specifically related to the semantic associa-
tive binding of subliminal faces with written occupations.

The negatively (rather than positively) deflected fMRI signal during subliminal relational
versus single face encoding calls for an explanation. Such negative deflections are in fact a repli-
cable phenomenon observed during subliminal associative encoding relative to a non-associa-
tive baseline [6,7,27]. The hippocampus is active whenever an event is experienced [28] and
also during rest because it retrieves and stores memories in the stream of spontaneous con-
scious mentation [29]. During subliminal encoding, the hippocampus may split its processing
capacity between conscious spontaneous mentation and unconscious encoding of subliminal
stimuli. Because backward masks interrupt the firing response of activated neurons [30,31], the
processing of subliminal face-occupation pairs gets interrupted by backward masks. The more
neurons are recruited to encode subliminal stimuli instead of spontaneous conscious thoughts,
the more spiking activity is interrupted in the hippocampus, which reduces the fMRI signal.
Relative to a relational condition, where many hippocampal neurons are recruited for uncon-
scious encoding, a non-relational baseline condition frees hippocampal neurons from

Fig 3. Independent component analysis (ICA) on encoding time-series. The depicted component is significantly associated with the occurrence of
subliminal Face-Occupation Pairs. A:Clusters within the component encompassing bilateral hippocampus, amygdala, superior temporal sulcus, and
temporal pole. These brain regions are important for episodic and semantic memory. Coordinates are according to MNI space; left is left on the coronal slice
and upwards is left on the transversal slice.B: The temporal coupling of this network is specific for unconscious associative encoding. The component is
significantly associated with the occurrence of Faces-Occupation Pairs (Pearson’s r = -.16, ** p = .004) but not with Faces Alone (Pearson’s r = .13, p = .69).
The regression fit of the component is significantly better with Face-Occupation Pairs than with Faces Alone (* p = .044, effect size r = .35). The bar plot
shows β-weights of the time course modelled specifically to the associative and the baseline condition. Error bars indicate the SEM.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.g003
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subliminal processing and makes them available for encoding the stream of spontaneous con-
scious thoughts. Hence, the firing of more hippocampal neurons is interrupted in the experi-
mental than the baseline condition reducing the fMRI signal.

We also performed an ICA on the fMRI data acquired during the interaction time-series.
This ICA yielded no significant component. Because all experimental conditions included the
conscious inspection of famous faces and the conscious retrieval of their occupations—i.e.,
tasks associated with strong signal changes in the brain—, we suspect that the superimposed
signal changes associated with unconscious processes were too weak and sparse for a clear
modulation of the global signal.

Correlation of fMRI data with behavioural performance. The reaction time difference
Incongruent—Congruent was regressed onto the subliminal encoding contrast (Face-Occupa-
tion Pairs> Faces Alone) to reveal brain activation underlying successful unconscious associa-
tive encoding (Table 2). Activity reductions during subliminal associative encoding were
related to faster responses at test in the congruent versus incongruent condition. Significant
correlations were located in a large area that included the left hippocampus and amygdala
(r = -.564; Fig 4A) corroborating the results of the subliminal encoding ICA, and extending
them by linking brain activity at encoding with behavioural facilitation at test. Further inverse
correlations were located in the right frontal operculum/insula (BA 44/13) and bilateral lenti-
form nuclei, i.e., putamen and globus pallidus. Activity in or near these two regions has been
shown to be associated with word reading [32], more consistently within the left, rather than
the right hemisphere [33]. It should be noted that unconscious information processing is often
strongly supported by the right hemisphere, especially if the encoded information is emotional-
ly relevant [34]. Hence, unconsciousness of processing might explain why we found a right
hemisphere focus of activation in areas usually displaying left hemisphere dominance.

We also regressed reaction time differences at test onto brain activity underlying the interac-
tion of unconscious with conscious associative retrieval. Because the behavioural data indicated
that the unconscious-conscious retrieval interaction yielded only congruence gains, and no in-
congruence costs, we focussed on congruence effects. The reduction in response time in the
Congruent versus Old Face condition was regressed onto the fMRI contrast (Congruent> Old
Faces). Significant negative correlations (Table 3) were located in the right posterior hippocam-
pus (r = -.475; Fig 4B), the left temporal pole (BA 38) (r = -.572), and within the posterior
end of the right superior temporal sulcus extending into the angular region (BA 22 & 39)
(r = -.556). The posterior superior temporal sulcus is a face-responsive region often associated

Table 2. Subliminal encoding-related fMRI signal correlates with behavioural facilitation during the interaction test.

Region of activation L/R Brodmann area X Y Z N of voxels T rcluster

Negative correlation: Faces Alone > Face-Occupation Pairs × ΔRT(Incongruent—Congruent)

Lentiform nucleus L -22 2 2 27 4.14 -.589

Hippocampus * L -32 -10 -14 147 3.92 -.564

Amygdala L -26 -2 -20

Lentiform nucleus R 24 2 -2 20 3.77 -.582

Insula, frontal operculum R 13 / 44 46 -4 12 8 3.60 -.545

Positive correlation: Face-Occupation Pairs > Faces Alone × ΔRT(Incongruent—Congruent)

No Suprathreshold clusters

p <. 001 (unc.);

*p <. 005 (unc.).

L, left; R, right; ΔRT, reaction time difference

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.t002
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with theory of mind [26,35,36], and the temporal poles have been shown to specifically account
for person-related semantics such as occupations [17]. That activity in these areas predicts the
magnitude of the congruence effect suggests that these areas supported the unconscious recog-
nition of the former subliminal faces and the unconscious reactivation of associated knowledge
(occupations), which could then facilitate the conscious retrieval of the famous individual’s oc-
cupations. We will discuss below why this correlation was negative and what its theoretical
implications are.

Discussion
Based on previous evidence that experienced episodes can be encoded with and without con-
sciousness and recruit the hippocampal anterior-thalamic axis and related cortices in both
cases [5–8], we hypothesized that consciously and unconsciously acquired relational memories

Fig 4. Hippocampal activity relates to retrieval performance. Locations of significant correlations are
displayed on the left side of the figure. The circled hippocampal clusters correspond to the respective
scatterplots displayed on the right side of the figure. Pearson-correlation coefficients are included.A:
Correlation of the encoding contrast (Face-Occupation Pairs> Faces Alone) with the reaction time difference
(ΔRT) between the Incongruent andCongruent condition. B: Correlation of the interaction contrast
(Congruent>Old Faces) with the ΔRT between theCongruent and theOld Faces condition. Coordinates are
in MNI space; the left side of the image corresponds to the left side of the brain. Warm colours indicate
positive correlations (none present), cold colours negative correlations. ** p<. 01, *** p<. 001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.g004
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are harboured within a single, cohesive hippocampal-neocortical memory space, where they in-
teract with each other. The reactivation of an unconsciously acquired relational memory facili-
tated the subsequent conscious retrieval of a semantically congruent relational memory. This
facilitation was reflected in shortened reaction times and simultaneously recorded reductions
in neural activation within hippocampus and neocortical storage sites thought to harbour lexi-
cal-semantic and person identity information. In the following, we discuss potential mecha-
nisms that may underlie this facilitative unconscious-conscious retrieval interaction.

Our results point to facilitatory unconscious-conscious retrieval interactions in the congru-
ent condition of our fMRI experiment. The supraliminal presentation of a non-famous person,
who was previously presented subliminally with an occupation (e.g., politician), led to reduced
response times to celebrities that share this occupation (e.g., also politician). The shortening of
response times indicates that the celebrities’ occupations were preactivated by the presentation
of the former subliminal faces. Accordingly, subliminal face-occupation combinations must
have been encoded and stored in the first place. This finding replicates previous demonstra-
tions of the feasibility of subliminal semantic paired-associative encoding and long-term stor-
age using face-occupation combinations [6,7,19,37] and word pairs [8,38–40].

Savings in response times in the congruent condition went along with modulations of neural
activation within hippocampus, temporal pole, superior temporal sulcus, angular gyrus, and
precuneus. These neural effects were probably due to conscious rather than unconscious re-
trieval processes because signals associated with conscious versus unconscious mental process-
es are much stronger [41–43]. We suggest two possible mechanisms that may have caused
response time and neural savings in the congruent condition (Fig 5).

1) Facilitation in the congruent condition may have occurred through conceptual priming
of occupational knowledge stored in the lateral temporal lobe. Following the presentation of
the former subliminal face and identification through face recognition units in the fusiform
face area, the face-associated occupation (e.g., politician) was retrieved through hippocampal
processes (Fig 5.1.) that in turn activated occupation-relevant storage sites in the lateral tempo-
ral lobe (Fig 5.2.). This preactivation of occupational knowledge sites in the lateral temporal
lobe may then have primed the conscious retrieval of the famous person’s occupation (e.g., pol-
itician) reducing net activation in the lateral temporal lobe through repetition suppression due
to neural sharpening or facilitation [44,45]. The reduced activation in hippocampus can be ex-
plained in terms of a sparse hippocampal recruitment for recovering the preactivated occupa-
tion of the famous face. The conceptual preactivation curtailed any unnecessary hippocampal
search processes, which were necessary in the baseline condition increasing the hippocampal

Table 3. Retrieval-related fMRI signal correlates with behavioural facilitation during the interaction test.

Region of activation L/R Brodmann area X Y Z N of voxels T rcluster

Negative correlation: Old Faces > Congruent × ΔRT(Old Faces—Congruent)

Temporal pole L 38 -42 20 -26 4 3.87 -.572

Superior temporal s / angular g R 39 / 22 44 -56 14 4 3.76 -.556

Precuneus / Calcarine sulcus R 31 / 18 2 -72 18 22 3.71 -.583

Hippocampus * R 32 -36 0 5 2.87 -.475

Positive correlation: Congruent > Faces Alone × ΔRT(Old Faces—Congruent)

No suprathreshold clusters

p <. 001 (unc.);

*p <. 005 (unc.);

L, left; R, right; ΔRT, reaction time difference; s, sulcus; g, gyrus.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.t003
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signal. Because the congruent condition was contrasted with the baseline condition, the activa-
tion level was relatively reduced. This mechanistic explanation of the unconscious-conscious
interaction is, however, flawed by the absence of an inhibitory unconscious-conscious interac-
tion in the incongruent condition. If conceptual priming was the crucial mechanism, we should
have observed negative priming [46] in the incongruent condition (i.e. slower reactions). Be-
cause no incongruence costs occurred in the incongruent condition, conceptual priming is
probably not the only mechanism underlying the unconscious-conscious interaction. A further
reason why conceptual priming is unlikely to be the only mechanism at work is evidence in
amnesic patients that the hippocampus is necessary for the relational encoding and retrieval of
subliminal item pairs [4]. Accordingly, it can be assumed that both neocortex and hippocam-
pus were involved in the unconscious and conscious retrieval of face-occupation associations.

2) Another mechanism seems therefore more likely, which assumes an intrahippocampal
interaction as an additional cause for the congruence effects. According to this scenario, the su-
praliminal presentation of the former subliminal face elicited unconscious face recognition ac-
tivating the fusiform gyrus. The fusiform signal triggered the hippocampal reactivation of the
face-associated occupation (e.g., politician) (Fig 5.1.), which in turn activated occupational
knowledge (politician) in the lateral temporal lobe (Fig 5.2.). The activated hippocampal rela-
tional engram coactivated other overlapping engrams [47], e.g., memories of other politicians.
This intra-hippocampal preactivation facilitated the retrieval of the presented celebrity’s occu-
pation (Fig 5.3.). This second scenario is in line with known characteristics of the hippocampal
memory system: the hippocampal memory system forms relational networks of memory traces
that share aspects. This organizational structure permits an activated memory trace to trigger
the activation of memory traces that share aspects and hence overlap [47]. E.g., the presenta-
tion of Obama’s portrait in the congruent condition would be accompanied by reduced activity
in the hippocampus and lateral temporal lobe due to the semantic overlap of unconscious and
conscious memory traces. The preactivation of the overlapping neural populations in hippo-
campus during unconscious retrieval allows for a more sparing activation during conscious re-
trieval. In the baseline condition, no unconscious relational memories are formed that could be
reactivated at test. Thus, in the baseline condition the hippocampal search process builds up
fully. Incongruence costs are not to be expected because the preceding hippocampal retrieval

Fig 5. Networkmodel of the assumed unconscious-conscious retrieval interaction.We suggest an intrahippocampal interaction mechanism as cause
for the congruence effects: the supraliminal presentation of the former subliminal face elicits unconscious face recognition activating the fusiform gyrus. The
fusiform signal triggers the hippocampal reactivation of the face-associated occupation (e.g., politician) (1), which in turn activates occupational knowledge
(politician) in the lateral temporal lobe (2). The activated hippocampal relational engram coactivates other overlapping engrams; e.g., memories of other
politicians. This intra-hippocampal preactivation facilitates the retrieval of a celebrity’s occupation (3). If a portrait of Obama were presented in the congruent
condition, hippocampal and lateral temporal activity would be reduced compared to the baseline condition, where a hippocampal ab-initio activation would
build up. Incongruence costs are not to be expected because the preceding hippocampal retrieval of a professional with another occupation (actor) would
leave non-overlapping politician-related hippocampal memories unaffected. This scenario would support the view that consciously and unconsciously
acquired memories are organized in a single, cohesive hippocampal-neocortical memory space with memories organized relative to their contents.
Overlapping memories are linked, which supports pattern completion, abstraction and anticipation.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122459.g005
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of, say, an actor would leave non-overlapping politician-related hippocampal memories unaf-
fected. This scenario is analogous to retrieval-induced forgetting, where a partial retrieval of in-
formation can impair the subsequent retrieval of the remaining information, if the
remembered and forgotten information comes from the same semantic category [48]. This sec-
ond scenario is also likely in view of earlier findings of a hippocampal role in unconscious rela-
tional encoding/retrieval [6]. If this interpretation is correct, the finding suggests that
consciously and unconsciously acquired memories are organized in a single, cohesive hippo-
campal-neocortical memory space. There is evidence that memories are organized topological-
ly within the hippocampus relative to their contents, with more closely related engrams
represented increasingly overlapping neural populations [49]. Linked overlapping memories
support pattern completion, abstraction and anticipation [47] and newly encoded information
is readily integrated into pre-existing relational networks [50]. The degree of representation
from consciously accessible to inaccessible memories is presumably orthogonal to the content-
based organization of hippocampal memories [4].

A synergistic unconscious-conscious interaction may be counterintuitive when considering
previous reports of competing interactions between implicit and explicit memories [51,52]. In
these earlier studies, however, declarative memory was compared to either procedural memory
or priming, managed by hippocampus, basal ganglia and neocortex, respectively. Consequent-
ly, competing memory interactions may have occurred because unconscious and conscious
learning mechanisms did not share the same memory system. Conversely, the interaction in
the current study was harmonious because both unconscious and conscious relational memo-
ries were supported by the hippocampus.

The current study design has its limitations. It does not allow the isolation of neural activity
underlying unconscious versus conscious retrieval because the rapid succession (500 ms) of the
non-famous face cue for unconscious reactivation and the famous face cue for conscious re-
trieval results in a blurring of signals. Therefore, we can only speculate about the mechanisms
underlying the facilitatory unconscious-conscious interactions. A further limitation is that our
portraits of celebrities might tap semantic information [14] besides episodic memories. Hence,
the probed memory system cannot be determined beyond doubt. Yet, during the test of knowl-
edge of celebrities it became clear that our participants were not overly familiar with many of
the used famous faces and had to draw on their episodic memory. Furthermore, if semantic
person knowledge was sufficient to recall occupations, unconscious-conscious interactions
would likely not have modulated hippocampal signals but neocortical signals alone [14].

The classic view of the hippocampal memory system holds that consciousness is required
for episodic memory formation [1–3]. However, the unconscious-conscious retrieval interac-
tion reported here suggests that conceptually overlapping unconscious and conscious memo-
ries are stored in close association within hippocampus. An intertwined store of consciously
accessible and consciously inaccessible relational hippocampal memories is compatible with
the processing based memory model [5]. Also, a single, cohesive hippocampal memory space
for any level of representation—unconscious to conscious—is evolutionarily sensible. As point-
ed out earlier, episodic memories may shift from a conscious to an unconscious representation
and vice versa over time [9–11]. In both these cases, a cohesive memory space provides for a
stable organizational structure of hippocampal memories. Such representational shifts appear
difficult if one assumes a strict division between memory systems based on conscious access. It
is more economical to assume one hippocampal memory system that serves one computational
goal, namely rapidly establishing new flexible associations, irrespective of conscious access [5].
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Abstract

Subliminal manipulation is often considered harmless because its effects typically decay within a second. So far, subliminal
long-term effects on behavior were only observed in studies which repeatedly presented highly familiar information such
as single words. These studies suggest that subliminal messages are only slowly stored and might not be stored at all if they
provide novel, unfamiliar information. We speculated that subliminal messages might affect delayed decision-making es-
pecially if messages contain several pieces of novel information that must be relationally bound in long-termmemory.
Relational binding engages the hippocampal memory system, which can rapidly encode and durably store novel relations.
Here, we hypothesized that subliminally presented stimulus pairs would be relationally processed influencing the direction
of delayed conscious decisions. In experiment 1, subliminal face–occupation pairs affected conscious decisions about the
income of these individuals almost half an hour later. In experiment 2, subliminal presentation of vocabulary of a foreign
language enabled participants to later decide whether these foreign words are presented with correct or incorrect transla-
tions. Subliminal influence did not significantly decay if probed after 25 versus 15min. This is unprecedented evidence of
the longevity and impact of subliminal messages on conscious, rational decision-making.

Key words: subliminal; decision-making; unconscious processing; long-termmemory; hippocampus; information integration

Introduction

Subliminal messages exert diverse influences on our thoughts
and our behavior (van Gaal et al., 2012; Hassin, 2013). Subliminal
stimuli can facilitate conscious processing of related information
(Van den Bussche et al., 2009), change our currentmood (Monahan
et al., 2000), boost our motivation (Aarts et al., 2008), and can even
alter our political attitudes and voting intentions (Hassin et al.,
2007; Weinberger and Westen, 2008). With such a broad impact,
subliminally planted information might have the potential to al-
ter our decisions in everyday situations such as voting.

In order to influence decision-making in real-life situations,
subliminal messages must be stored for long-term after only a
few exposures, e.g. after a single confrontation with a sublimi-
nal TV advert. Furthermore, messages must be stored even if

they contain complex relational information that requires se-
mantic integration, such as “politician X will lower the taxes.”
For subliminal manipulation to be effective, humans thus have
to be able to semantically integrate and rapidly store uncon-
scious pieces of novel information into long-lasting associative
memories that can be retrieved if relevant to the context of a
later decision.

The processes which allow novel information to shape
subsequent decisions are generally thought to depend on con-
sciousness – be it the integration of novel information into ab-
stract mental representations (e.g. Tononi, 2004), rapid
encoding of these representations into long-term memory (e.g.
Shanks, 2010), or the use of these representations to make in-
formed decisions (e.g. Newell and Shanks, 2014). However,
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growing evidence indicates that the human unconscious can
perform various high-level cognitive functions (van Gaal et al.,
2012; Hassin, 2013) that might allow decision processes to bene-
fit from subliminal messages.

Several studies reported that subliminally planted informa-
tion can be semantically integrated outside conscious awareness
(for a detailed review, see Mudrik et al., 2014). Indeed, humans can
detect incompatible object-background configurations in sublimi-
nal scenes (Mudrik and Koch, 2013), solve subliminally presented
arithmetic problems (Garc�ıa-Orza et al., 2009; Van Opstal et al.,
2011; Sklar et al., 2012; Karpinski et al., 2016), and draw inferences
from subliminal picture sequences and word pairs (Kawakami
and Yoshida, 2015 and Reber and Henke, 2012, respectively).

Subliminal stimulation was further found to nonconsciously
shape decision-making – at least if masked stimuli consisted of
single familiar items that required little integration. For example,
priming studies reported that subliminal primes not only facilitate
correct responses to related targets in a classification task, but
also bias responses in “free choice” tasks in which participants
can freely decide between response alternatives (Schlaghecken
and Eimer, 2004; Klapp and Haas, 2005; Kiesel et al., 2006;
Parkinson and Haggard, 2014; Ocampo, 2015). Similarly, studies on
subliminal persuasion suggested that repeated subliminal expo-
sure to brand names (e.g. “Lipton Ice Tea”) or goal-relevant words
(e.g. “thirst” in thirsty participants) can bias participants’ product
choices (Karremans et al., 2006; Bermeitinger et al., 2009;
Verwijmeren et al., 2011, 2013) or reinforce a certain behavior (e.g.
to drink, see Strahan et al., 2002). Thus, there is ample evidence
that subliminal messages can be integrated unconsciously and
can influence decisions and choices.

Whether subliminally presented information is stored in
long-termmemory to guide delayed decisions is vastly unknown.
So far, studies on information integration and decision-making
only assessed immediate influences of subliminal stimulation.
Priming studies which assessed the longevity of subliminal influ-
ences usually reported that behavioral effects of masked primes
decay within 1 s (e.g. Forster et al., 1990; Ferrand, 1996; Greenwald
et al., 1996). This suggests that subliminal information is not
stored and thus cannot affect delayed decisions. Yet, some stud-
ies reported that longer lasting subliminal influences on behavior
are possible under certain conditions. In many of these studies,
the same subliminal messages were presented multiple times
(Lowery et al., 2007; Capa et al., 2011; Levy et al., 2014; Farooqui
and Manly, 2015). Furthermore, participants were often informed
about the presence of subliminal stimuli and were provided con-
scious feedback or rewards after each subliminal message (Aarts
et al., 2008; Capa et al., 2011; Farooqui and Manly, 2015) or were
asked to consciously detect or classify each subliminal event
(Gaillard et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2009; Chong et al., 2014). These
studies thus suggest that subliminal messages are only slowly
stored and are only retained if subjects have the explicit inten-
tion to process the hidden events. Importantly, most studies
used familiar information such as single words as subliminal
stimuli to prime subsequent conscious processing of this infor-
mation (Gaillard et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2009; Chong et al., 2014)
or to prime a specific goal (e.g. to perform well on a test), inten-
tion, or stereotype (Lowery et al., 2007; Capa et al., 2011; Levy
et al., 2014). This suggests that subliminal long-term effects are
achieved only if familiar information is presented but not if novel
relational information has to be learned.

We asked if humans can rapidly integrate and store novel
relational information (e.g. “person X is a manager”, see Fig. 1a)
from subliminal messages for later use in a decision-making
situation (e.g. “guess the income of X”). We speculate that

subliminal messages should be stored especially if they consist
of multiple items that require relational processing. Relational
binding calls upon the hippocampal memory system, which
can rapidly store novel relations for long term (Henke et al.,
1997; Holdstock et al., 2002; Harand et al., 2012). Traditional
views hold that hippocampus is only involved in the encoding
and retrieval of consciously perceived information (Moscovitch,
1995; Squire and Zola, 1996; Tulving, 2002), and that associative
learning outside conscious awareness is unlikely (Shanks,
2010). However, growing evidence suggests that hippocampus
operates independently of consciousness and that noncon-
scious relational learning is humanly feasible (for reviews, see
e.g. Reder et al., 2009; Henke, 2010; Dew and Cabeza, 2011;
Hannula and Greene, 2012; Olsen et al., 2012). Indeed, hippo-
campus was found to mediate implicit learning (Chun and
Phelps, 1999; Greene et al., 2006; Negash et al., 2015) and
retrieval (Greene et al., 2007; Hannula and Ranganath, 2009;
Addante, 2015; Reber et al., 2016) of relational information be-
tween visible stimuli. Most importantly, hippocampus was also
found to be involved in the encoding and retrieval of sublimi-
nally presented stimulus pairs (Henke et al., 2003; Reber et al.,
2012; Duss et al., 2014; Züst et al., 2015).

We ran two experiments to test whether subliminal stimu-
lus pairs would affect delayed decision-making (Figure 1a).
In experiment 1, we tested whether subliminal presentations of
face–occupation pairs would guide later conscious decisions
about the income of the same faces. We assessed the longevity
of subliminal influence by measuring its decay across delays of
15–25min. In experiment 2, we assessed if new vocabulary of a
foreign language is acquired subliminally affecting later lexical-
semantic decisions on the same foreign words. Both experi-
ments were composed of an encoding phase, an encoding-test
interval that was filled with rest, and a test phase (Fig. 1a). The
decision task given in the test phase constituted an indirect (im-
plicit) memory test. Importantly, participants were kept naı̈ve
regarding subliminal stimulation until the end of the experi-
ment. This allowed us to assess subliminal influences in the ab-
sence of any explicit intention to process the hidden messages.

Method
General procedure

Unless indicated otherwise, experimental procedures were
identical for both experiments. We used a well-established par-
adigm to render stimuli invisible (Duss et al., 2011). Each stimu-
lus was presented 12 times for 17ms during one unconscious
encoding episode of 6 s duration (see Supplementary Fig. 1).
Stimuli were preceded and followed by visual noise masks
(sandwich masking). In experiment 1, 40 face–word pairs were
encoded in 40 unconscious encoding episodes. In experiment 2,
each unconscious encoding episode contained a pseudoword–
word pair that was presented twice in nonadjacent repetitions,
yielding a total of 48 encoding episodes for 24 pseudoword–
word pairs. Stimuli and masks were embedded in an attention
task which allowed us to direct participants’ focal attention to
the screen without disclosing the presence of subliminal
messages (see Supplementary Fig. 1). The task required partici-
pants to respond to target screens that appeared at random
times once in every encoding episode (see Supplementary Fig.
1). Mean hit rate to targets was>85% in both experiments.
Following the attention task, participants rested for 15, 20, or
25min (depending on experiment and condition) before per-
forming the decision tasks. The attention task and the decision
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task were briefly practiced at the beginning of the experiment
using a few stimuli that were not used later on.

Following the main experiments, a structured interview was
performed to assess subjective awareness for subliminal infor-
mation. Using funneled questions, we first asked participants
whether they had seen any unexpected stimuli during the at-
tention task or had suspected the presence of any hidden infor-
mation, and then asked more specifically whether they had
seen hidden faces or words. We then informed participants of
the subliminal stimulation and administered forced-choice
tests to assess awareness of subliminal stimuli objectively.
Masking paradigm and attention task in these awareness tests
were the same as in the main experiments. However, aware-
ness was tested trial-by-trial: following each encoding episode
of a new stimulus pair, the attention task was interrupted and
participants were asked to provide information about the sub-
liminal stimuli. We expected participants to perform at chance
level in these tests if masking rendered stimuli truly subliminal.

Experiments were approved by the local ethics committee.
Written semi-informed consent was obtained from all partici-
pants before experimentation. The information about sublimi-
nal stimulation was provided following the experiment.

Participants
We recruited participants with normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity. In experiment 1, two participants were excluded
post hoc due to errors in data logging. Of the remaining 46 partici-
pants (19 men and 27 women, mean age¼ 36.0), 23 were tested
with a 15min delay between subliminal encoding and decision-
making, and 23 with a 25min delay. In experiment 2, two partici-
pants were excluded post hoc because they had failed to report
their decisions within the response time window. The remaining
sample consisted of 23 women and 11men (mean age¼ 22.8).

Experiment 1

During the encoding phase, we presented 10 faces combined
with written high-wage occupations and 10 faces with low-
wage occupations (Fig. 1a). Twenty additional faces were paired
with consonant strings and presented subliminally in a control
condition (not reported). Each stimulus pair was presented in
just one subliminal encoding episode, which comprised 12 stim-
ulus repetitions within 6 s. The encoding-test interval spanned

15 or 25min. In the test phase, the former subliminal faces were
re-presented for 5 s for conscious inspection with the instruc-
tion to decide whether an individual would earn a high or low
income.

Objective awareness tests
We administered two forced-choice tests to assess awareness
of subliminal faces and occupations objectively. In each test, we
presented 40 novel face–occupation pairs subliminally using the
same attention task as in the main experiment. Immediately
following the encoding of a novel pair in a subliminal encoding
episode, the attention task was interrupted and participants
were interrogated regarding the just presented face or occupa-
tion. In the face-awareness test, the just subliminally presented
face and a novel face were presented side by side for conscious
inspection. Participants were asked to select the face that they
thought was just flashed subliminally. In the occupation-
awareness test, the text “Income?” was presented which signa-
led participants to name the income (“high” vs. “low”) that they
thought would the just subliminally flashed occupation yield.
After giving their response, the attention task was continued
and a new face–occupation pair was presented subliminally.
Participants took either 40 face-awareness trials followed by 40
occupation awareness trials or vice versa.

Material
We used 160grayscale images of male faces that were given av-
erage income ratings in a pilot study. Images were equalized re-
garding luminance and contrast and were assigned to 16 lists of
10 faces each. Lists were comparable with respect to income,
age, facial hair, and emotional facial expression. Lists were
counterbalanced over experimental conditions such that each
face was presented an equal number of times with a high- and
a low-wage occupation and with a consonant string. All faces
were also rotated into the two awareness tests. Stimuli were
presented an equal number of times in the main experiment,
and the awareness tests of faces and occupations. Hence, re-
sults in the experiment and the awareness test derived from
the same stimulus material (presented to different
participants).

We used 10 typical high- and 10 low-wage occupation words
that were similar regarding mean logarithmic word frequency

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Design of experiments 1 and 2. Subliminal presentation of face–occupation pairs (Experiment 1) or pairs consisting of pseudowords
and their translations (Experiment 2) altered participants’ decisions when later asked to rate the income of faces or to identify correct (match-
ing) translations of pseudowords. (b) Results. Two-tailed t-tests indicated that decision accuracy was significantly above the 50% chance level
(mean accuracy with 95% confidence interval). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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(Leipzig Corpora Collection, http://corpora.uni-leipzig.de/) and
character count.

Faces were displayed at the center of the screen in front of a
dark gray background. Words were presented below the faces in
light gray in a sans-serif font. Stimuli were delivered at a visual
angle of 15� using a Digital Light Processing (DLP) projector with
a 60 Hz refresh rate.

Experiment 2

Participants encoded 24 combinations of written pseudowords
(fictitious foreign language) and German words (fictitious trans-
lations). We presented these pseudoword–word combinations
subliminally for unconscious semantic relational encoding us-
ing the same paradigm as in experiment 1. There were two
nonadjacent subliminal encoding episodes (each comprising 12
stimulus repetitions within 6 s) per word pair within a random-
ized sequence of subliminal encoding episodes. The encoding-
test interval spanned 20min. At test, we re-presented the same
foreign words for 5 s for conscious inspection. Each foreign
word was shown besides a German word that was a synonym
to the subliminal German translation of either this or another
foreign word. Synonyms were used to test for semantic rather
than perceptual relational retrieval. Half of foreign words pre-
sented at test were recombined to break the encoded semantic
relation (incorrect translations) and half were combined to keep
the semantic relation from encoding to test (correct translation).
Participants were instructed to decide whether or not a pre-
sented foreign word and the German translation word fit
together (match/mismatch decision).

Objective awareness test
We administered one forced-choice test to assess awareness
of subliminal words objectively. Participants encoded 24 (novel)
pseudoword–German word pairs. Following each subliminal
encoding episode, a probe word was displayed for conscious in-
spection for participants to decide whether or not the probe was
a synonym to the just presented subliminal German word. In
half the trials, the probe was a valid synonym to the sublimi-
nally presented German word, in the other half the probe was
an unrelated foil. Hence, we assessed the semantic processing
of subliminal words, as in the main experiment.

Material
We created 48 word triplets consisting of a pseudoword, its
German translation used for subliminal encoding, and a syno-
nym to the German translation used for the decision task
(see Fig. 1). German synonym pairs were gathered from Open
Thesaurus (http://www.openthesaurus.de/). Two-syllabic pro-
nounceable pseudowords were created using German and Dutch
syllables provided by the Celex database (http://celex.mpi.nl/).
The 48 encoding stimuli were assigned to four lists of 12 items
each with equal distributions of word lengths, pronounceabil-
ity, concreteness, animatedness, and logarithmic frequency of
appearance (drawn from Leipzig Corpora Collection, http://cor
pora.uni-leipzig.de/). Assignment of German translations to
pseudowords was randomized anew for each list and each par-
ticipant to reduce potential bias resulting from particular combi-
nations. Two lists were used for the main experiment and the
other two lists for the awareness test; this assignment was coun-
terbalanced over participants. Twelve further German words
were used as foils in the awareness test. Pseudowords were dis-
played in the left and German words in the right visual field
of participants. Words were presented for subliminal encoding

using the same masking paradigm and psychophysical condi-
tions as applied in experiment 1.

Results
Experiment 1

In experiment 1, we tested whether subliminal presentations of
face–occupation pairs would influence later classification of the
same faces. We hypothesized that participants would rate indi-
viduals who had earlier been flashed with a high-wage or
low-wage occupation as high-income or low-income earners,
respectively. A two-tailed t-test on the mean decision accuracy
confirmed this hypothesis. Mean decision accuracy was 53.97%
(95% CI [51.25, 56.96]), which exceeded the chance level of 50%
(t(45)¼ 2.94, P¼ 0.005; r¼ 0.40) (Fig. 1b). Mean decision accuracy
was not significantly smaller after 25 compared to 15min
(53.04% vs. 54.90%; two-tailed t(44)¼ 0.68, P¼ 0.50; r¼ 0.10),
which indicates that the effect of subliminal encoding persisted
through both retention intervals at equal strength. Hence, new
semantic associations were stored for long term affecting the
direction of decision-making almost half an hour later.

An interview that was administered after the main experi-
ment to assess subjective awareness of the masked stimuli sug-
gested that none of the participants had seen the subliminal
faces or words during encoding. Two objective awareness tests
further indicated that masked stimuli could not be consciously
perceived. Participants performed at chance level of 50% if
asked which one of two faces had just been presented sublimi-
nally (mean recognition accuracy¼ 48.81%, 95% CI [46.36, 51.27],
missing data of one participant due to data loss) or if a high-or
low-wage occupation had been presented (mean recognition
accuracy¼ 49.06%, 95% CI [46.90, 51.23]). The t-tests against
chance level were not significant (awareness for faces:
t(43)¼�0.98, P¼ 0.34, r¼ 0.15; awareness for occupations:
t(44)¼�0.90, P¼ 0.37, r¼ 0.13), suggesting that participants were
consciously unaware of the subliminal stimuli. However, the
nonsignificant tests do not reveal whether participants were
truly unaware (i.e. whether H0 can be accepted), or whether our
tests were not sensitive enough to detect awareness. We, there-
fore, calculated Bayes factors for the two t-tests following the
recommendations provided in Dienes (2008, 2014). Bayes factors
(BF) indicate the relative strength of two hypotheses H1 and H0
with a BF(H1/H0)¼ 1 suggesting that the data are inconclusive
and favor neither hypothesis, and BFs> 3 or< 1/3 suggesting
substantial evidence for H1 or H0, respectively. Assuming that
awareness of subliminal stimuli should yield recognition accu-
racy that is comparable to performance in the decision task
(3.97% above chance level), we chose a half-normal prior distri-
bution with a mode of 0 and a standard deviation of 3.97% to
calculate BF (Dienes, 2014). The resulting BF for the face-aware-
ness test (mean accuracy¼ 1.19% below chance level,
SE¼ 1.21%) and the occupation-awareness test (mean accu-
racy¼ 0.94% below chance, SE¼ 1.04%) were 0.16 and 0.14, re-
spectively. Both factors were below 1/3, indicating substantial
evidence for the null hypothesis, i.e. that participants were not
aware of the masked stimuli. We further performed a multiple
regression analysis to assess whether potential awareness of
faces or occupations predicted decision accuracy in the main
experiment, and to estimate whether accuracy remained above
chance level if the theoretical awareness in both tests is 0 (i.e.,
whether the intercept is significant). This method was brought
forward by Greenwald et al. (1995). Although subject to criticism
(e.g. Miller, 2000), this method is used widely to assess whether
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subliminal influences on behavior are independent of stimulus
awareness. Neither potential awareness of faces (b¼ 0.16,
t(41)¼ 0.88, P¼ 0.383) nor potential awareness of occupations
(b¼ 0.24, t(41)¼ 1.2, P¼ 0.23) predicted decision accuracy in
the main experiment. Decision accuracy in the main experi-
ment remained above chance level when we controlled for se-
lection accuracy in the two awareness tests (intercept of the
regression with two predictors; t(41)¼ 2.93, P< 0.01, r¼ 0.42). In a
final step, we excluded those participants from the analysis of
the data from the main experiment, who tended to perform
above or below chance level in either of the two awareness tests
(12 participants exhibited an awareness score with a binomial
probability of P< 20%). Classification accuracy in the main ex-
periment remained above chance level (54.12%, 95% CI [50.72,
57.51], t(33)¼ 2.468, P¼ 0.019, r¼ 0.39) with these 12 participants
removed. We, therefore, conclude that there was no awareness
of encoding stimuli in the main experiment and that long-term
effects derived from unconscious processing alone.

Experiment 2

In experiment 2, we tested for long-term effects using a sublimi-
nal vocabulary acquisition task. We hypothesized that new vo-
cabulary would be encoded subliminally influencing delayed
lexical–semantic decisions on the same foreign words when
they were presented visibly. At test, participants were in-
structed to decide whether or not a given foreign word and a
German translation word fit together (match/mismatch deci-
sion). On average, 52.7% (95% CI [50.1, 55.2]) (Fig. 1b) of syno-
nyms were classified accurately, which exceeded chance level
(two-tailed t-test: t(33)¼ 2.128; P¼ 0.041; r¼ 0.35). Hence, the
meaning of subliminal German words was decoded, linked to
foreign words, and stored to influence lexical–semantic deci-
sions 20min following subliminal encoding.

An interview administered following the main experiment
assessed the subjective awareness of the masked stimuli.
Participants’ responses indicated that none had consciously
perceived subliminal words or letters. An objective awareness
was used to corroborate the subjective reports. When asked
whether a consciously displayed German word represents a
synonym to a just subliminally flashed German word, partici-
pants decided correctly in 51.3% of cases (95% CI [48.9, 53.8]).
This performance did not significantly exceed chance level of
50% (t(33)¼ 1.121, two-tailed P¼ 0.27; r¼ 0.19). To validate
whether performance was truly at chance level, we again calcu-
lated the Bayes factor for the t-test as suggested by Dienes
(2008, 2014). Assuming that awareness for subliminal words
should yield a recognition accuracy comparable to performance
in the decision task (2.7% above chance level), we chose a
half-normal prior distribution with a mode of 0 and a standard
deviation of 2.7% to estimate the BF (Dienes, 2014). The resulting
factor for the awareness test (mean accuracy¼ 1.3% above
chance level, SE¼ 1.16%) was 1.14, which suggests that the test
was not sensitive enough to reject stimulus awareness.
Whether participants were truly unaware of the subliminal
words thus remains elusive. However, further analyses sug-
gested that subliminal long-term influences on decision-mak-
ing did not benefit from stimulus awareness. First of all, a
regression analysis (Greenwald et al., 1995) indicated that accu-
racy in the awareness test did not predict decision accuracy in
the main experiment (b¼ 0.038, t(32)¼ 0.216, P¼ 0.83), which
was above chance level when selection accuracy on the aware-
ness test was 0 (intercept of regression; t(31)¼ 2.052, P¼ 0.045,
r¼ 0.34). Furthermore, even if those two participants, who

tended to perform above or below chance level in the awareness
test (binomial probability of P< 20%), were excluded from the
analysis of the data from the main experiment, classification
accuracy remained above chance level (52.6%, 95% CI [50.1,
55.1], t(31)¼ 2.142, P¼ 0.040, r¼ 0.36). Although the Bayes analy-
sis yielded an inconclusive result regarding stimulus awareness
in the awareness test, the regression analysis suggests that
long-term effects on decision-making derived from unconscious
processes.

Discussion

To summarize, subliminal verbal and nonverbal item pairs
influenced participants’ conscious, deliberate decisions almost
half an hour following subliminal stimulation. In experiment 1,
subliminal face–occupation pairs influenced conscious deci-
sions on the income of the same individuals after delays of 15
and 25min. In experiment 2, subliminal presentation of for-
eign language vocabulary influenced participants’ decisions on
correct/incorrect word translations after a delay of 20min.
These findings provide unprecedented evidence of a consider-
able longevity of subliminal effects on intentional behavior
such as decision-making.

So far, most investigators who addressed the longevity of
subliminal priming reported that subliminal effects on behavior
would fade within 1 s (e.g. Greenwald et al., 1996), which sug-
gests that subliminal messages leave no long-term memory
traces and therefore cannot influence delayed decisions. The
few studies which reported longer lasting effects used familiar
stimuli that were repeatedly presented to participants who
were informed about the presence or purpose of subliminal
events (e.g. Chong et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2014). These studies
suggest that subliminal information may be stored for long term
if it is familiar, if many subliminal exposures are provided for a
slow, incremental encoding process, and if subjects explicitly
intent to process the subliminal information. Whether novel
subliminal information can be integrated and stored following a
single exposure to naı̈ve subjects remains unclear. Even less
clear is whether a subliminal one-time processing has sufficient
strength to influence delayed decision-making. We found that
participants, who were unaware of the presence and purpose of
subliminal information, successfully processed subliminal face–
word and nonword–word pairs and formed lasting unconscious
semantic relational memories based on only one or two sublim-
inal encoding episodes (each comprising 12 adjacent subliminal
stimulus repetitions).

We speculate that the reported rapid encoding and long-
term retention of subliminal information owes to the type of
stimuli and the memory system these stimuli called upon. As
mentioned above, conclusions regarding the longevity of sub-
liminal priming rested on the use of familiar single-item stimuli
such as words (e.g. Forster et al., 1990; Ferrand, 1996; Greenwald
et al., 1996). It is known that the processing of single items en-
gages neocortex (Henke et al., 1997; Duss et al., 2014), which
forms long-term memory traces rather slowly over many learn-
ing trials (McClelland et al., 1995). This might explain why sub-
liminal influences were found to be short-lived or to build up
slowly. Here, we used multi-item displays that contained both
novel (unfamiliar faces or foreign words) and familiar (occupa-
tion words or German translation words) pieces of information.
Relational encoding of multiple stimuli engages hippocampus
(Henke et al., 1997; Duss et al., 2014), which learns rapidly and
stores relations for long term due to its exceptional plasticity
(McClelland et al., 1995). Subliminal relational encoding and
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retrieval have been associated reliably with hippocampal activ-
ity changes (Henke et al., 2003; Reber et al., 2012; Züst et al., 2015).
Importantly, hippocampal damage abolished both supraliminal
(conscious) and subliminal (unconscious) relational binding but
left subliminal single-item priming intact (Duss et al., 2014). As
encoding-test intervals spanned a few minutes or less in these
previous neuroimaging experiments, they were uninformative
regarding longer term effects of subliminal stimuli on behavior.
Using similar stimuli and the same masking technique, we now
demonstrate subliminal effects on decisions delayed by
15–25min. Because subliminal influences did not noticeably de-
cay from the delay of 15–25min in experiment 1, we speculate
that subliminally planted information might affect decision-
making even at longer intervals.

The long-lasting influence of subliminal stimulus pairs evin-
ces nonconscious relational learning, but the experimental par-
adigms employed in this study do not pin down the exact
nature of the unconsciously formed memories. Although we as-
sume that subliminal stimulus pairs yield semantically precise
unconscious relational memories (“person X is a manager”,
“gumpel means dog”) that are later reactivated to support deci-
sion-making, our experimental setup cannot rule out the possi-
bility that participants had formed associations between faces/
foreign words and broad semantic or affective categories (e.g.
“person X as a manager must be wealthy”, “I despise gumpel be-
cause I fear dogs”). Such fuzzy semantic/affective associations
could suffice to guide subsequent decisions (“X has a high in-
come because he is wealthy”, “hound is a valid translation of
gumpel because I despise both”). But we would like to point out
that the results of earlier investigations on subliminal encoding
and long-term memory formation demonstrated unequivocally
that subliminal words are understood with high semantic
precision. In Duss et al. (2011), subliminal presentations of
face–occupation pairs influenced participants’ subsequent con-
scious classifications of the same faces when various semantic
dimensions were offered, namely regularity of income, length
of education, and creativity of work. Faces encoded with an ar-
tistic instead of an academic occupation (e.g. “actor” vs.
“lawyer”) were later classified as generating an irregular in-
come, coming from a shorter school education, and performing
creative work. These distinct influences of subliminal informa-
tion on diverse semantic classifications suggest a precise rather
than diffuse lexical–semantic word analysis. Further evidence
for precise subliminal encoding is provided by our studies on
unconscious relational inference (Reber and Henke, 2012; Reber
et al., 2012; Henke et al., 2013). In these studies, overlapping
subliminal word pairs such as “winter-red” and “red-computer”
(A–B, B–C) were presented apart in time and were nevertheless
integrated semantically to influence delayed judgments
regarding the semantic relatedness of A and C, like “winter-
computer”. The successful relational integration in this
subliminal paradigm cannot be explained by affective or fuzzy
semantic word priming.

Doubts have been raised recently as to whether experi-
menters had adequately assessed stimulus awareness and cor-
rectly estimated influences of subliminal stimuli on behavior
(Newell and Shanks, 2014; Hesselmann and Moors, 2015).
To avert such suspicion, we assessed stimulus awareness fol-
lowing the main experiments using objective awareness tests
that had the same statistical power as our decision tasks. The
objective awareness tests confirmed that the subliminal stimu-
lation paradigm rendered stimuli largely (experiment 2) or com-
pletely (experiment 1) imperceptible to the conscious mind, and
that the observed long-term effects of subliminal stimulation

were independent of stimulus awareness. Because we did not
assess awareness of each subliminal stimulus immediately fol-
lowing the respective encoding episode in the main experi-
ments, we cannot rule out the possibility that participants were
briefly aware of some of the subliminal images. However, none
of the participants reported to have noticed the presence of hid-
den or masked information during the main experiments or
during the objective awareness tests. Hence, all available data
suggest that the reported long-term influences of subliminal
stimuli were independent of consciousness.

The finding that subliminally processed information is rap-
idly integrated and stored to guide delayed decisions challenges
prevailing views of the cognitive function of consciousness.
Consciousness is usually considered a precondition for success-
ful information integration (Tononi, 2004; Mudrik et al., 2014),
relational learning (Shanks, 2010), and decision-making
(Bettman et al., 1998; Simonson, 2005; Newell and Shanks, 2014).
However, evidence is accumulating that these notions of con-
sciousness need revision (Dijksterhuis and Nordgren, 2006;
Nordgren, 2006; Reder et al., 2009; Henke, 2010; Dew and Cabeza,
2011; Olsen et al., 2012; Hannula and Greene, 2012; van Gaal
et al., 2012; Hassin, 2013). Indeed, unconscious integration of dif-
ferent semantic concepts and of temporally or spatially distrib-
uted percepts was reported not only for stimuli that were
rendered subliminal using visual masking but also for stimuli
made invisible using continuous flash suppression (Mudrik
et al., 2011; Sklar et al., 2012; Vlassova et al., 2014; Bergström and
Eriksson, 2015; Karpinski et al., 2016) or visual crowding (Atas
et al., 2013). Even during the unconsciousness of deep sleep,
words, sounds, and odors were found to be integrated (Ruby
et al., 2008; Daltrozzo, et al., 2012) and stored in long-term mem-
ory (Arzi et al., 2012, 2014; Ruch et al., 2014) to modulate behavior
following waking. More evidence for the feasibility of uncon-
scious relational integration is provided by social psychology:
decisions, which require the consideration, weighing and inte-
gration of large amounts of (supraliminally provided) informa-
tion, were better following unconscious deliberation than
conscious reasoning (e.g. Dijksterhuis et al., 2006; Mealor and
Dienes, 2012; Abadie et al., 2013). This ‘deliberation without at-
tention’ effect suggests that our conscious decisions are vitally
influenced by nonconscious processes (but see e.g. Newell and
Shanks, 2014; Nieuwenstein et al., 2015; and Vadillo et al., 2015
for critical reviews).

In sum, our findings add to a growing body of evidence sug-
gesting that subliminal messages can be used to change our
thoughts, attitudes, emotions, and actions (van Gaal et al., 2012;
Hassin, 2013). Subliminal stimulation was shown to influence
current moods (Monahan et al., 2000), political attitudes (Hassin
et al., 2007; Weinberger and Westen, 2008), intentions (Hassin
et al., 2007), choices and decisions (Bermeitinger et al., 2009), and
cognitive strategies (Lau and Passingham, 2007; Reuss et al.,
2011). However, little is known about the longevity of these sub-
liminal influences because these studies were focused mainly
on immediate effects of subliminal stimulation. Here, we dem-
onstrate that a few exposures to novel subliminal information
is sufficient to influence delayed decision-making. The surpris-
ing impact of subliminal messages on rational, intentional, con-
scious behavior lends subliminal protocols to practical
applications, of which advertising is just one example.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data is available at Neuroscience of
Consciousness Journal online.
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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1.

Subliminal encoding episode. One episode consisted of 5 supraliminal fixation screens and one
randomly positioned target screen that were displayed for 233 ms each. Participants had to respond 
to target screens by pressing the left or right mouse button (left for “–“ or and right for “|” or

in experiment 1 or 2 respectively). In one encoding episode, one subliminal stimulus was 
presented 12 times for 17 ms each. Stimuli either consisted of face-occupation or face-nonword 
pairs (experiment 1), or of pseudoword-word pairs (experiment 2).  Each stimulus was preceded 
and followed by a visual noise mask (183 ms).
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Abstract 

Recent evidence suggests verbal comprehension and simple nonverbal associative learning is possible 
during sleep. We investigated vocabulary learning during sleep in healthy, young participants 
hypothesizing that new semantic association between foreign and German words can be established in 
long-term memory during deep sleep. We presented novel vocabulary during a midday nap and 
assessed the memory of sleep-played word pairs with an indirect cued-retrieval test following waking. 
Performance indicated that participants had acquired new vocabulary during slow-wave sleep. 
Electrophysiological recordings revealed that word pairs were only encoded and stored long-term if the 
second word of a pair was presented into an ongoing slow wave peak. Functional magnetic resonance 
imaging during implicit retrieval following sleep revealed that a successful associative retrieval was 
mediated by hippocampus, as well as cortical language areas and semantic storage sites. These findings 
suggest that hippocampal-dependent associative encoding and long-term storage are feasible during the 
unconsciousness of deep sleep.  

Introduction 
Learning during sleep is an ancient dream of mankind, but current theories on the function of sleep 
suggest it is not feasible. Sleep is thought of as a period of rest during which the brain ceases to process 
information from the outside world1. Rather, information processing is focused inward to replay 
memories2 of the preceding waking period. This replay allows hippocampus, which initially encodes and 
stores new information during wakefulness, to transfer these memories to neocortex for long-term 
storage3,4. Besides enabling this consolidation process, sleep is also thought to compensate for learning-
induced synaptic growth by down-scaling or erasing unused synaptic connections. This process helps 
maintain synaptic homeostasis and makes room for new learning5. Both processes – memory 
consolidation and synaptic down-scaling – not only benefit from the reduced sensory input that defines 
sleep, but might actually be incompatible with learning of new information presented during sleep6–8. 
Recent evidence suggests, however, that sleeping humans can recognize their own names9, can 
distinguish sensible form nonsensical sentences10, and can encode words for more efficient processing 
after waking11. Moreover, humans can learn new tone-odor associations during sleep via trace 
conditioning12,13, a variation of classical conditioning that is thought to depend on hippocampus14.  

Given that semantic processing of verbal messages9–11 and formation of new nonverbal associations12,13 
are possible during sleep, we hypothesized that humans should be able to acquire new verbal 
associations – i.e. learn new vocabulary during sleep. We assumed that the unconsciousness of sleep 
would prevent formation of conscious memories that can be explicitly reported following waking. Sleep 
sleep-learning was expected to induce implicit knowledge that would guide behavior unconsciously11–13. 
To study vocabulary learning during sleep, we presented pairs of foreign words and German object 
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words, like “tofer = Haus (house)” to participants who were in deep sleep during an afternoon nap (Fig. 
1a). We targeted deep sleep because of its involvement in memory consolidation processes3,4, and 
because deep sleep has been shown to be receptive to external triggering of consolidation15 and to 
learning12. Most importantly, deep sleep, also called slow-wave sleep, is dominated by high amplitude, 
low-frequency (< 4 Hz) electrical brain activity as recorded with electroencephalogram (EEG)3,4,16. These 
eponymous slow waves demark states of increased cortical excitability during peaks (corresponding to 
depolarized “up” states on neuronal level) and states of cortical silence during troughs (corresponding to 
hyperpolarized “down” states on neuronal level)4,16,17. During slow-wave peaks, neuronal network 
properties resemble fragments of a wake-like state, facilitating information transfer between brain 
regions18–20. We therefore hypothesized that slow wave peaks might provide windows of opportunity for 
associative learning during deep sleep. To utilize the sleeping brain’s excitability during slow-wave 
peaks, we set the onset asynchrony of the two words of each German-foreign word pair to the expected 
peak-to-peak interval of slow-waves. Acoustic stimulation at that interval is known to induce and 
enhance slow-wave activity21 and should therefore benefit sleep-learning. In the subsequent waking 
period, we tested whether participants had associated semantic aspects of German object words to 
foreign words by asking about physical size occupied by the object the foreign words stood for – an 
object property that can correctly be identified only if semantic associations between German and 
foreign words had been formed during sleep. For instance, we expected participants to classify “tofer” 
as a large object if it had successfully been associated with “house” during sleep. As vocabulary 
acquisition is a hippocampus-dependent form of relational learning22,23, we expected retrieval of sleep-
learned word associations to recruit hippocampus and associated neocortical lexical-semantic storage 
sites. To test this hypothesis, a subsample of our participants underwent functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) while their memory for sleep-played vocabulary was tested.  

Results 

Vocabulary presentation did not wake but entrained slow waves and sleep spindles 
The 41 participants included in this study listened to an average of 45.10 word pairs (SD=5.28) while in 
EEG-defined deep sleep. Words were presented at a quiet volume, superimposed on constantly playing 
Brownian noise to reduce salience. Each pair was played four times in sequence, yielding ~187 
stimulations per participant. Stimulation was interrupted upon detection of arousals or waking 
responses. Word pairs associated with arousals or waking (3.44% of pairs per participant, SD = 7.54%) 
were post-hoc excluded from analysis. Most of the vocabulary was played during deep sleep (M = 
90.73%, SD = 13.61%). 

Electroencephalographic recordings during sleep suggested that auditory stimulation did not wake but 
induced a train of frontal slow-wave peaks that were accompanied by sleep spindles (Fig 2). 
Presentation of word pairs evoked three positive voltage peaks in frontal electrode clusters at 300-600 
ms (cluster-based p-value < .001), 900-1500ms (p = .003 ), and 2000-2300 ms (p = .022) after stimulation 
onset. Peaks coincided with increased spectral power in the spindle frequency band (12-16 Hz) in wide-
spread fronto-central electrode clusters (cluster-based p < .01 for all three time-windows). The 1st and 
2nd voltage peaks were followed by troughs (500-900ms and 1500-2000ms) during which theta activity 
(4-8Hz) was significantly increased in large electrode clusters centered around the vertex (both p < .001). 
Vocabulary presentation thus evoked voltage-peaks and troughs that emerged at intervals (~1 s) 
representative of slow-waves (~1 Hz) and that orchestrated activity in the spindle and theta frequency 
range. Auditory stimulation during sleep is known to entrain slow-waves at ~1 Hz11,21. Furthermore, the 
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nesting of spindles in peaks and theta bursts in troughs has been observed for both spontaneous and 
induced sleep slow-waves11,15,16. This suggests that stimulation did not wake but entrained oscillations 
that are hallmarks of deep sleep. 

Humans can acquire new vocabulary during sleep 
Following waking, each sleep-played foreign word was presented aurally and visually for participants to 
rate whether it stands for a small or large object. This test assessed implicit memory for sleep-learned 
semantic associations. Sleep-learning was successful, as participants correctly classified the size of sleep-
played foreign object words at a level significantly above what would be expected by chance (52.7 ± 
1.1% accuracy [M ± SEM], F(1,38) = 5.51, p = .024, Cohen’s d = .36; chance level = 50%, Fig. 1b). 
Classification accuracy did not significantly vary between subgroups of participants who did and did not 
undergo fMRI at test (F(1,38) = 0.35, p = .56) and significantly exceeded chance-level in both groups 
(fMRI: 52.1 ± 1.8%, F(1,13) = 9.13, p = .01, d = .29; no fMRI: 53.1 ± 1.2%, F(1,24) = 5.63, p = .026, d = .49). 
Importantly, participants were unable to name any of the sleep-played words and denied having noticed 
word presentation during sleep. Hence, sleep-learning induced unconscious representations of new 
vocabulary. 

 

 

Figure 1 Experimental design and behavioral results. (a) We repeatedly presented novel vocabulary consisting of 
German-foreign word pairs to forty-one participants who were in deep sleep during an afternoon nap. Deep sleep 
is characterized by high-amplitude slow waves (~1 Hz) visible in the EEG. Stimulus onset asynchrony between 
German and foreign word was 1075 ms, which corresponds to the expected frequency of slow waves. After 
waking, participants completed an implicit test for semantic associations, where they intuitively judged foreign 
words according to their size. If sleep-learning was successful, we expect participants to judge foreign words’ size 
in accordance with their sleep-played translation. Participants indicated by keyboard-press whether they thought 
objects described by foreign words would fit into a shoebox or not. A subgroup of participants (NfMRI = 15) 
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completed this task while their brain activity was recorded with functional magnetic resonance imaging. (b) 
Despite being unaware of sleep-learning, participants (N = 41) correctly identified size of foreign object words 
above chance level (52.7% vs. 50%, Cohen’s d = .38), indicating implicit memory for sleep-played vocabulary. (c) 
Sleep-learning depended on the number of times the second word in a pair was played into an ongoing slow-wave 
peak (#SW-peaks). Pairs in which the second stimulus never or only once hit an ongoing peak could not be 
retrieved afterwards (50% accuracy). However, pairs for which two or more repetitions hit a peak reached 60% 
classification accuracy (circle area indicates relative number of pairs with no, one, and two or more slow-wave 
peaks); *p = .024, ***p < .001; error bars represent the SEM. 

Slow wave peaks mediate sleep-learning 
Assuming that slow-waves would contribute to memory formation during sleep, we assessed whether 
the evoked potential (ERP) over frontal electrodes – where slow-waves originate24 – could predict 
retention of sleep-played vocabulary. We found that the latency of the 2nd evoked slow-wave peak was 
related to performance at test (Fig. 2a). An early 2nd peak around 800-1100 ms, just before the onset of 
the second word, was associated with correct responses in the shoebox task. Conversely, a late 2nd slow 
wave peak around 1200-1500 ms, just after onset of the second word, was associated with incorrect 
responses (Fig. 2a, green vs. red trace). This was confirmed by the significant time*accuracy interaction 
on mean voltage in the ERP (F(1,40) = 8.23, p = .006, d = .91). Presumably, presenting the second word 
of a pair into an already ongoing slow-wave peak provided optimal conditions for relational encoding. 
The neuronal excitability and cortical connectivity provided by this slow-wave peak19,20 probably allowed 
the first word to be kept in working memory10 and to be bound to the immediately following second 
word. 

To further assess the role of slow waves in sleep-learning, we analyzed the phase of evoked frontal 
oscillations at a frequency of 0.8 Hz, the prominent frequency of human slow-waves25. Studies using 
auditory cues to trigger reactivation and consolidation of memories during sleep suggested that cueing 
is successful only if stimuli are presented during a specific phase of these waves26. If a specific phase at a 
specific time during or after word presentation contributes to the encoding or consolidation of sleep-
played stimuli, retention of German-foreign pairs presented in sync with that phase should be 
enhanced. To test this hypothesis, we extracted the 0.8 Hz phase-angle at each time point for each 
presentation of a German-foreign pair and computed for each time-phase bin the percentage of 
presentations that led to correct classifications in the shoebox task. A phase angle resembling a slow 
wave peak (0 rad) between 800 to 1100 ms was associated with increased accuracy in the shoebox task 
(Fig. 2b). A cluster-based permutation test suggested that this association between time, phase, and 
accuracy was significant under the null-assumption that accuracy be independent of slow-wave phase 
and therefore uniformly distributed across all phase angles (p = .045). The phase analysis thus 
corroborated our observation that presenting the second stimulus of a pair into an ongoing slow-wave 
peak enhanced encoding. 

To quantify the beneficial effect of slow-wave peaks in sleep-learning, we assessed whether retention 
improved with repeated presentation of German-foreign word pairs into ongoing up-states. To this aim, 
we counted for each pair the number of repetitions during which the phase angle was close to 0 rad 
between 800 and 1100 ms. Pairs for which the second word was never or only once presented during an 
ongoing peak (36.6% and 41.9% pairs per participant) yielded chance-level performance in the shoebox 
task (49.4% and 50.2% respectively, all p > .78). However, those 26.5% of pairs in which the second word 
repeatedly hit an ongoing peak yielded 59.9% correct classifications in the shoebox task (SEM = 2.5%; 
t(40) = 3.92, p < .001, d = 0.62). Hence, only pairs that were repeatedly played in optimal 
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synchronization with slow-wave peaks were retained, but these pairs yielded performance that 
exceeded chance level by ~10%.  

Low theta-band power mediates sleep-learning 
We assessed whether induced activity in theta (5-7 Hz) and fast spindle (13-15 Hz) frequency bands 
would predict successful retention of sleep-played vocabulary. Theta bursts and fast spindles are 
associated with memory consolidation during sleep3,4,15,27,28 and might thus also contribute to sleep-
learning. Theta but not fast spindle band activity was related to learning success, with later correct 
German-foreign pairs tonically inducing less theta band power than later incorrect pairs. This difference 
was significant in a frontal cluster of electrodes between 800-1100 ms (cluster-based p < .001 Fig. 2c), 
i.e. at the time of the encoding-related slow-wave peak. This result suggests that high theta-activity 
during onset of the second pair in a word is detrimental for sleep-learning, potentially because theta is a 
marker for ongoing consolidation15,28. Ongoing consolidation processes could prevent the binding of the 
upcoming word to the just presented stimulus, thereby impairing relational encoding. 

 

Figure 2 Electrophysiological brain responses predicts sleep-learning success. Plots depict average responses 
across all trials and participants, time-locked to the presentation of the first word in pairs, over frontal electrodes 
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(F1, F2, Fz, FC1, FC2, FCz). * p < .05, N = 41. (a) Event-related potentials (ERPs) for later correct (green) and 
incorrect (red) responses. Sleep-playing vocabulary led to three entrained slow-wave (SW) peaks (numbered 1-3), 
with different latency of the 2nd SW peak for later correct vs. incorrect trials (white highlight). An early 2nd SW peak 
with a maximum just before the second word was being played was beneficial for encoding (*p < .001). (b) Time-
phase-accuracy plot of the SW-frequency (0.8 Hz), color-coded according to mean retrieval performance for trials 
in time-phase bins. Every 20 ms column contains all trials of all participants. The beneficial early 2nd SW peak 
manifests as a significant cluster (p = .045, outlined and starred) of increased performance for trials following a 
SW-phase response with a trough at around 400 ms and a peak just before presentation of the second word at 
around 800 ms, closely resembling the ERP for correct trials in (a). Bins not belonging to this cluster have been 
darkened for better visibility; separate color bars are provided. (c) Analysis of event-related spectral power 
suggests that stimulation evoked increases in theta (5-7 Hz) and fast spindle (13-15 Hz) activity (top panel). Evoked 
theta power was tonically lower for later correct vs. incorrect responses (bottom panel). This difference was 
significant around presentation of the second word, which coincides with the SW-phase early-shift (*cluster-based 
p < .001, bottom panel, blue highlight). This effect manifested in a frontal electrode cluster (bottom left panel). 

Retrieval of sleep-learned vocabulary recruits hippocampus 
A subgroup of participants underwent fMRI while their memory for sleep-played vocabulary was tested. 
We contrasted the resulting functional brain images between correct and incorrect responses in the 
shoebox task to find brain areas associated with successful retrieval of sleep-learned content. To 
determine which responses truly mirrorred the presence vs. absence of sleep-formed memories, we 
informed the fMRI analysis with the mean slow-wave phase-angle each German-foreign word pair had 
evoked at 800-1100 ms after onset during sleep. Phase-angles indicating a slow-wave peak in this time 
window were found beneficial for associative encoding during sleep. Hence, correct responses to foreign 
words associated with a slow-wave peak and incorrect responses to words associated with a trough 
were most likely to indicate presence vs. absence of sleep-formed memories. Taking slow-wave phase 
into account thus allowed us to more precisely estimate the neural signature of successful retrieval of 
sleep-learned memories. 

Retrieval of sleep-learned vocabulary recruited the right hippocampus in a cluster of of 17 voxels (peak 
at 28, -16, -10, MNI, ppeak = .039, family-wise error corrected for hippocampal subvolume (FWESV); Fig. 
3a). Contrast estimates at the peak voxel revealed that processing of retrieved German-foreign word 
pairs activated hippocampus (M±SEM: 0.26 ± 0.08, arbitrary units), whereas processing of forgotten 
pairs led to a deactivation (M±SEM: -0.21±0.09). Although we did not record fMRI during sleep, the 
observed hippocampal recruitment during retrieval of sleep-formed vocabulary suggests that associative 
encoding during sleep depended on hippocampus. 

Successful retrieval activates language regions 
Along with hippocampus, several cortical areas were activated during successful retrieval, indicating 
enhanced perceptual processing of foreign words (Fig. 3a). A prominent cluster encompassing 1417 
voxels peaked in the right lateral premotor (Brodmann area (BA) 6) and sensorimotor (BA 3/4) cortex. 
This activity was mirrored in the left cortex (191 voxels). Because participants performed the same right-
hand motor tasks for retrieved and forgotten words, sonsorimotor activity can not be due to differences 
in motor activity. Given its role in phonetic processing, activation of sensorimotor cortex rather indicates 
enhanced phonetic analysis of sleep-learned foreign words29. Note that successful retrieval was also 
associated with bilateral activity in lingual gyri, wich are thought to contribute to processing of written 
word forms30. We speculate that successful sleep-learning facilitated audio-visual integration of spoken 
foreign words with their written form, yielding enhanced coactivation of areas implicated in the 
processing of phonemes and written words. 
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Importantly, successful retrieval activated language comprehension sites and semantic storage sites – 
albeit with a right-hemisphere bias. In fact, the large right-hemispheric sensorimotor cluster extended 
into inferior parietal cortex around the supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), into the anterior insula (BA 13), and 
the inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis (BA 44). Inferior parietal cortex activations as well as insular 
activity (cluster of 29 voxels) were mirrored in the left hemisphere. Successful retrieval was further 
associated with enhanced activity in right inferior temporal sulcus (BA 20/21, 17 voxels). These regions 
play vital roles in language comprehension31 and semantic storage32. Hence, hippocampus-mediated 
retrieval of sleep-learned vocabulary recruited semantic networks. 

The right lateralized activation of language homologues could be due to the the unconscious nature of 
sleep-learned memories. Studies using visual masking to investigate unconscious processing of written 
words suggested that the right hemisphere contributes to unconscious but not conscious reading33 and 
that encoding of unconscious word associations activates right-lateralized language homologues34. The 
strong right-hemispheric activity could further mirror the semantic network and the spatial 
computations on which the implicit memory test demands. Participants had to estimate the size of 
objects for which the foreign words stood. Such rather coarse semantic analyses typically recruit right 
hemispere35,36. Participants further had to decide whether objects fit into a shoebox. This decision 
arguably depends on spatial imagery and mental rotation - computations that are biased to the right 
hemisphere37. In sum, successful retrieval of sleep-learned foreign words recruited a network that 
indicated enhanced relational processing and semantic analysis its German translation. 

Hippocampus and temporal pole activity linearly relates to sleep-learning success 
Activity in the right hippocampus was linearly related to retrieval performance across participants: The 
better the performance in the shoebox task, the more strongly the hippocampus was activated. This 
result was suggested by a between-subject correlation of the unmodulated functional brain signal with 
average accuracy in the shoebox task. Three clusters in the right hippocampus were correlated with 
performance (r = .75-.81, ppeak < .001, uncorrected, one cluster surviving FWESV-correction at ppeak = 
.018; Fig. 3b). Additionally, activity in the left temporal pole (19 voxels, peak at -36, 18, -36) correlated 
with performance at test. The left temporal pole has been associated with speech comprehension38, 
semantic processing of concrete objects39, and linkage of semantic features40, like in this case, the size of 
an object linked to a new word. The result that temporopolar activity scales with retrieval success for 
sleep-learned vocabulary alongside the hippocampus suggests that relational encoding and storage of 
German-foreign word pairs depends on close cross-talk between hippocampus and temporopolar 
storage sites. 
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Figure 3 Brain areas associated with successful retrieval. Activity overlaid on the averaged anatomical image of 
participants. Colors range from critical to maximal values. Hippocampus is assessed at p < .05, voxel-wise, using 
small-volume family-wise-error correction (FWESV), whole-brain results are assessed using p < .001, uncorrected 
voxel-wise threshold, and cluster size  10. N = 15. (a) Slow wave (SW) phase-informed contrast of correct > 
incorrect responses to sleep-played foreign words. The contrast shows areas that are more strongly activated for 
truly remembered versus truly forgotten items under the assumption that slow wave phase during sleep-learning 
had been essential for successful encoding. This contrast yielded extended activity in parietal, frontal and temporal 
areas associated with vocabulary acquisition, and the right hippocampus. The hippocampal cluster is highlighted 
and parameter estimates are plotted at its peak voxel indicating hippocampus both activates for truly remembered 
and deactivates for truly forgotten items. Error bars represent SEM. (b) Brain behavior correlation (contrast correct 
> incorrect)  (mean decision accuracy). Three hippocampal clusters of activity are linearly associated with 
retrieval success of sleep-played vocabulary, as visualized in scatterplots with Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). 
One hippocampal cluster survives at p < .05 FWESV voxel-wise. The other two hippocampal clusters are reported at 
p < .001, voxel-wise unc., and cluster size  10. The cluster displayed in the coronal section (y=-12) overlaps with 
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the cluster found in the phase-informed contrast in (a). Hippocampal clusters are displayed at p < .005 for easy 
visibility. An additional cluster in the left temporal pole scales activity with retrieval performance, displayed in the 
transversal section (z=-36). 
 

Discussion 
We found that auditory presentation of foreign words and their translation during deep NREM sleep 
helped participants to semantically categorize the sleep-played foreign words following waking, i.e. to 
decide whether foreign words designate large or small objects. Accuracy of these semantic decisions 
exceeded chance level despite participants being unable to consciously recall the event or the content of 
stimulation during sleep. This is evidence that humans can acquire implicit relational knowledge about 
foreign vocabulary that is played during the unconsciousness of deep sleep and can apply this 
knowledge during ensuing wakefulness. 

Vocabulary learning during sleep was mediated by the phase of slow-waves. Although electrically 
induced slow-waves during wakeful learning can improve memory encoding41, slow-waves during sleep 
have mainly been associated with memory consolidation4,42. Auditory cues played to trigger memory 
reactivation and consolidation during sleep were found to enhance memory if cues were presented into 
the transition to a slow-wave trough43 or if they were followed by a trough associated with increased 
theta activity15.  We observed enhanced encoding of sleep-played German-foreign word pairs if the 
second word of the pair – either the foreign word or its translation – was presented into an ongoing 
peak of a slow-wave. This peak was accompanied by reduced theta activity. This suggests distinct 
contributions of slow-wave troughs/enhanced theta to memory consolidation and slow-wave 
peaks/reduced theta to memory formation. During consolidation, hippocampus transfers information to 
neocortex3,4, whereas during encoding, hippocampus encodes novel information from neocortex to bind 
aspects of events or stimuli into associative memory traces. These distinct cortico-hippocampal 
interactions call upon different cerebral states, i.e. peaks vs. troughs. It has been suggested that slow-
wave peaks represent brief phases of wake-like neocortical excitability and connectivity18–20 that benefit 
processing of sensory input19. We speculate that peaks preceding the second word of a German-foreign 
pair during sleep provided optimal conditions for both words to be activated in neocortex, allowing 
hippocampus to encode these word pairs as new vocabulary. 

Implicit retrieval of sleep-learned vocabulary recruited hippocampus along with neocortical areas for 
language processing and semantic storage. This was suggested by fMRI data obtained at test. Although 
we did not record hippocampal activity during sleep, its involvement in retrieval of sleep-formed 
memories suggests that hippocampus contributed to vocabulary learning during sleep. Direct evidence 
for hippocampal ability to form new memories during sleep has previously only been obtained in 
animals, using intracranial EEG during sleep-learning44. Studies suggesting sleep-learning in humans only 
indirectly inferred hippocampal involvement through use of nonverbal trace-conditioning12,13. Our study 
confirms and extends existing evidence of sleep-learning by showing directly that sleep-formed 
associative memory depends on hippocampus. 

The involvement of hippocampus in relational learning during sleep corroborates the emerging view 
that hippocampal processing does not depend on consciousness45,46. Traditional theories of human 
memory posit that hippocampal learning – which includes vocabulary acquisition – requires 
consciousness during encoding47,48. However, hippocampus-dependent memory formation has been 
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documented under the exclusion of conscious awareness in the waking state49,50. Evidence for 
vocabulary learning during sleep extends these findings by showing that hippocampus encodes new 
relational information not only if it is masked from consciousness but also if it is presented during a state 
of unconsciousness. 

Evidence for learning during sleep further informs theories about the function of sleep, which are 
consolidation of new memories and downscaling of unused synaptic connections. Deep sleep is a brain 
state that provides the neurochemical milieu6 and the functional connectivity7 for hippocampus to 
reactivate and consolidate memories. However, this state is thought to compromise hippocampus’ 
ability to encode new information4,51. Slow-wave sleep is further thought to favor synaptic depression 
over long-term potentiation in order to compensate for the synaptic growth that resulted from wakeful 
learning5,8. This reduced expression of long-term potentiation is incompatible with learning. 
Nevertheless, our evidence for vocabulary learning during sleep suggests that the sleeping brain does 
not abandon its capability to learn. This should not be surprising, as it is known that memories are not 
only strengthened during sleep but are restructured to provide new insights52. We argue that memory 
restructuring leading to new insights is a form of learning that depends on hippocampal plasticity. 
Recent findings further suggest that synaptic depression or down-scaling might be achieved during rapid 
eye-movement (REM) sleep rather than slow-wave sleep53,54. This is supported by the observation that 
non-verbal learning is more robust during slow-wave sleep than REM sleep12. In sum, our findings 
suggest that memory consolidation does not preclude learning of new information, and that expression 
of synaptic potentiation is preserved during deep sleep.   

Our findings have several limitations. First of all, the longevity of sleep-learned memories remains 
unknown because we tested memory within the first hour after waking. Furthermore, it is unclear if 
vocabulary learning is feasible during night-sleep because we studied sleep-learning during an afternoon 
nap. We further only report correlational, not causal evidence for a possible role of slow-wave peaks in 
relational encoding during sleep. Finally, our study provides no information about potential adverse 
effects of learning during sleep, such as impaired recuperation or diminished memory consolidation.  

Despite these limitations, our findings demonstrate the feasibility of hippocampus-dependent 
vocabulary learning during sleep. Future studies will have to test whether sleep-learning can be 
improved by synchronizing vocabulary presentation with the optimal phase of slow-waves, and whether 
sleep-formed unconscious memories facilitate conscious vocabulary learning or improve the ability to 
derive the meaning of foreign words if presented in the context of a sentence.  
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Online Methods 

Participants 
Seventy-six physically and mentally healthy native German speakers with unimpaired hearing ability and 
no prior experience with our research were recruited. For female participants undergoing fMRI, 
pregnancy was excluded using a urine-based test. Participants were kept naïve with regard to auditory 
stimulation during sleep to prevent potentially sleep-harming anticipation of upcoming stimuli and to 
foster incidental learning during sleep. Written and verbal semi-informed consent was obtained. 
Participants were fully debriefed after test. Participation was rewarded with 100 CHF ( 100 USD). The 
study protocol was approved by the cantonal ethics committee Bern. Thirty-five participants had to be 
excluded post-hoc due to failure to reach sufficiently stable deep sleep, technical problems with data 
acquisition or stimulus presentation, or because of clinical emergencies at the MR-center. Fourty-one 
participants (age 19-32, M ± SD = 23.3 ± 3.5; 30 (73%) female) were analyzed, 15 of which (age 19-31, M 
± SD = 23.9 ± 3.6; 12 (80%) female) were measured with fMRI at test (=fMRI subgroup). The other 26 
participants (age 19-32, M ± SD = 23.0 ± 3.4; 18 (69%) female) were not measured with fMRI 
(=behavioral subgroup). A power analysis using an expected effect of 4-5% and a SD of 10% (values 
based on prior research on unconscious associative memory55,56) at a power of .8 revealed a reasonable 
sample size be 32-49. 

Stimuli  
Foreign words consisted of ninety-six pronounceable two-syllabic pseudowords that we created using 
German and Dutch syllables. Pseudowords were divided into 4 lists of 24 items. Lists were balanced for 
word length, pronounceability, perceived concreteness and perceived animateness as rated by five 
raters. Seventy-two German object words were divided into 3 lists of 24. Lists were balanced for word 
length, pronounceability, concreteness, and animateness (obtained from 5 raters), as well as log word 
frequency (collected from http://corpora.uni-leipzig.de/). Half the object words in each list were smaller 
than a shoebox, the other half distinctively larger. Audio recordings of all stimuli were spoken by a 
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female speaker in a calm and neutral voice and were recorded in an acoustically isolated room. 
Recordings were manually processed to attenuate salient features (plosive and sibilant sounds) and 
were compressed and normalized. Foreign-to-German word translations were randomly selected for 
each participant to avoid systematic stereotypical translations. This randomization was carried out list-
wise, e.g. German list 1 was always associated with foreign list 1, but exact translations varied within list. 
Of the thus created list-pairs 1-3, two were selected to be presented during sleep, counterbalanced 
across participants. At test, the two sleep-played foreign lists served as cued-recall items, while the 
other two foreign lists were presented as new items. This allowed us to collect baseline size judgments 
(=dependent variable) for each foreign word when presented as new word. These judgments would not 
be based on sleep-learning, but solely on stimulus properties. We used these ratings to exclude the two 
stereotypically largest and the two stereotypically smallest foreign words of each list from analysis. This 
resulted in a total maximum of 40 sleep-played stimuli being analyzed per participant. The fourth 
foreign list was never presented during sleep and had no German translations. It served as filler-list at 
test to ensure participants encountered an equal number of sleep-played and new items. Stimulus 
presentation and response logging was carried out using the software Presentation® (v17.2, 
Neurobehavioral Systems, http://www.neurobs.com). 

Procedure 
Participants were asked to keep a regular sleep schedule the 3rd- and 2nd-to-last nights before the 
experiment. In the night before testing, sleep was restricted to four hours to increase sleep propensity 
during the experiment. Compliance to this regimen was controlled by sleep diary and direct contact. On 
the day of the experiment, participants arrived at the lab between noon and 1 pm, gave written 
informed consent and were equipped with EEG and in-ear headphones.  

We then administered an auditory word-identification task to determine the optimal individual intensity 
for stimulation during sleep. The task required participants to identify spoken German number-words 
“one” through “four” that were presented with varying intensity while the same constant Brownian 
noise was playing that was used to reduce stimulus salience during sleep. Intensity of number-words 
varied randomly between seven levels ranging from clearly audible (signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 0.25) to 
clearly inaudible (SNR = 0.001). The optimal individual word identification threshold was defined as the 
lowest SNR at which participants could recognize 50% of stimuli. This threshold was chosen as target 
SNR (SNRtarget) for word presentation during sleep (median SNRtarget = .02). At this intensity, vocabulary 
was comprehensible but unobtrusive. 

Participants were then asked to take a nap in an electrically and acoustically shielded EEG-cabin. 
Brownian noise was quietly presented at < 50 dB(A) SPL and faded to 65-74 dB(A) SPL as soon as deep 
slow wave sleep (SWS) was imminent, i.e. late intermediate sleep (S2) with visible delta activity not yet 
reaching the criterion for SWS of peak-to-peak amplitude > 75 μV57. Concurrently, rhythmic presentation 
of randomly paired spoken numbers “one” through “four” was initiated to habituate participants to 
stimulation. Initial stimulus intensity was SNR = 0.001 (inaudible) and was increased to the predefined 
target intensity (SNRtarget) within about one minute. Once intensity was at SNRtarget, presentation of 
German-foreign pairs was initiated. Each pair was repeated four times in sequence. The foreign word 
was presented first in the first iteration, and switched position with the German word with each 
repetition. Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) for single words in a pair was 1075 ms, corresponding to 
the expected peak-to-peak interval of slow waves. Rhythmic auditory stimulation with this interval can 
entrain slow waves which benefits memory consolidation58. The SOA for word-pairs was 4 × 1075 ms 
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which allowed for a 3 s time window of interest to analyze electrical brain response to stimulation with a 
1s pre-stimulus baseline. The presentation schema was as follows: F1-G1-[ ]-[ ]-G1-F1-[ ]-[ ]-F1-G1-[ ]-[ ]-
G1-F1-[ ]-[ ]-F2-G2-[ ]-[ ]- … -G48-F48-[ ]-[ ]; where Fn is the nth foreign word, Gn is the nth German word, 
and [ ] are 1075 ms pauses. Order of occurrence of German-foreign pairs was randomized for each 
participant. Presentation of all vocabulary took less than 15 minutes in total. Whenever the EEG showed 
signs of arousal or waking, stimulus presentation was interrupted. If participants regained deep sleep, 
stimulation was resumed following the same habituation procedure as described above. If participants 
were unable to enter deep sleep after 2 h, participants were wakened and were tested on their 
respective subset of sleep-played stimuli. Subjects with less than 20 valid sleep-played items were 
excluded from analysis. In the reported sample (N = 41), 36.2 ± 5.1 (M ± SD) stimuli were analyzed 
(taking into account exclusion of stereotypical stimuli, cf. section “stimuli”, and stimuli associated with 
arousals). 

Once all stimuli were presented, participants slept for another 15 minutes and were then woken up. 
Participants were given 15-30 minutes to recover from sleep inertia before their memory for sleep-
played memory was tested. In the fMRI subgroup, participants were escorted to the MR center. 
Participants in the behavioral subgroup stayed in the EEG-cabin where they had slept. 

The shoebox task used to assess implicit memory for sleep-learned vocabulary was introduced as test 
that “measures intuitive understanding of a foreign language”. Participants were told that foreign words 
stood for objects of varying size and were asked to intuitively decide whether each word describes a 
small or large object. The criterion was a shoebox, i.e. participants indicated by key-press whether they 
felt foreign words described an object that fits into a shoebox or not. Each word was simultaneously 
presented via headphones and written on screen. Responses to sleep-played foreign words were scored 
as correct if they matched the size of the sleep-learned German translation (e.g. classifying “tofer” as 
object that does not fit into a shoebox if it was translated with “house” during sleep). Ninety-six foreign 
words were presented, up to 48 of which were sleep-played, ordered randomly. In the fMRI subgroup, 
we additionally presented 48 baseline trials consisting of numbers “one” and “two”. Participants had to 
indicate whether the smaller (“one”) or larger (“two”) number was presented. This condition is not 
discussed here. The presentation schema was: fixation (250 ms) – foreign word (self-paced, max 6 s for 
behavioral subgroup; fixed & jittered 5-7 s for fMRI subgroup) – blank (1 s). This constitutes a rapid-
event-related design in the fMRI subgroup. 

At the end of the experiment, participants were asked whether they noticed anything unusual during 
sleep, and then specifically whether they heard any numbers or words during sleep. No participant in 
the analyzed sample reported having noticed stimulus presentation during sleep. Finally, participants 
were fully debriefed and compensated. 

Stimulus inclusion/exclusion criteria 
Only German-foreign word pairs that were either presented during deep sleep or late stage S2 (with 
visible slow waves below criterion for deep sleep of peak-to-peak amplitude of 75 μV) were analyzed. 
Furthermore, pairs were excluded from analysis if they contained stereotypical foreign words (see 
stimuli), or if participants failed to respond in the shoebox task. Participants with less than 20 pairs 
remaining were excluded from analysis. Applying all inclusion and exclusion criteria, 427 (18.92%) of 
1913 sleep-played pairs were excluded in the reported sample, 64 of which due to inappropriate sleep 
stage. 
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EEG/Polysomnography 
EEG during sleep was recorded with 64 channels in a customized 10-20 montage using BrainCap MR BP-
03010MR with “Fast’n Easy” electrodes and two BrainAmp DC, MR plus 32 channel amplifiers by Brain 
Products (http://www.brainproducts.com). Two channels were used to assess eye movements and one 
to assess muscle tonus at the chin, the remaining electrodes were used to measure brain responses. 
Sampling rate was 500 Hz, impedances were kept below 20 
Recorder (http://www.brainproducts.com). On-line polysomnographic visualization according to 
American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) guidelines57 was achieved by a custom software interface 
created in the OpenVIBE environment59. Two raters who were blinded to stimulus presentation 
performed offline sleep-scorings according to AASM guidelines. Where raters disagreed, the more 
conservative (i.e. less deep) score was used. EEG data processing was achieved with EEGLAB 
(http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/). Data were low-pass filtered at 100 Hz. Artifacts were manually rejected. 

Neuroimaging 
MRI was achieved with a Siemens MAGNETOM Trio (3 Tesla) equipped with a standard 12-channel head 
coil. Anatomical reference images were acquired using a T1–weighted magnetization-prepared rapid 
acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence: 176 sagittal slices (no inter-slice gaps), 256 × 256 
acquisition matrix, isotropic voxel size = 1 mm3, repetition time (TR) = 2530ms, echo time (TE) = 2.2ms, 
flip angle (FA) = 9°. Functional volumes were acquired using a T2*–weighted single-shot echo-planar 
(EPI) sequence recording 580 volumes of 32 interleaved (even first) transversal slices, longitudinally 
aligned with the hippocampal formation, with a distance factor of 15% and phase oversampling of 20%, 
64 × 64 acquisition matrix, isotropic voxel size = 3 mm3, TR = 2060 ms, TE = 30 ms, FA = 90°. Additionally, 
a pseudo-continuous arterial spin-labelling (pCASL) sequence was acquired: 120 volumes of 20 
transversal slices oriented perpendicular to the carotid arteries, 128 × 64 acquisition matrix, voxel size = 
3.6 × 1.8 × 6mm, TR = 4000 ms, TE = 18 ms, FA = 25°, post label delay = 1250 ms. This sequence was 
included to gain a mean value of global cerebral blood flow rate of each participant to be used as 
nuisance covariate in statistical models. Data processing and statistics were calculated with SPM8 
(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Functional volumes were slice-time 
corrected to slice 16/32, realigned to the first volume, and co-registered to the anatomical reference 
image. The anatomical reference image of each participant was normalized to the T1 template provided 
by SPM8 and the resulting deformation field was applied to the functional volumes. Validity of results 
was manually verified. Functional volumes were 3-dimensionally smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian 
kernel with a full width at half maximum of 8 mm.   

Statistical Analyses 
Mean accuracy scores (shoebox task) were zero-aligned by subtracting chance level (-50%) and were 
tested as intercept in a one-way ANOVA with subgroup as factor and stimulus intensity (SNRtarget) as 
covariate. This test is equivalent to a one-sample t-test but corrects for nuisance variables.  

To assess electroencephalographic responses to stimulation during sleep, we extracted event-related 
potentials (ERPs) and spectral perturbations (ERSPs) time-locked to the first word of each presentation 
of a word-pair. Analyses were performed with the Matlab® toolbox FieldTrip60. ERPs were analyzed for 3 
s following stimulus onset and were baseline-corrected by subtracting the mean of the 1 s pre-stimulus 
window. ERSPs were obtained by performing Morlet wavelet transforms with 3 cycles in length at the 
lowest frequency of 2 Hz, increasing linearly with frequency to 12.7 cycles at the highest frequency of 
21.5 Hz. ERSPs were averaged across trials and were baseline-corrected (dB) for each subject at each 
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frequency using a 1 s pre-stimulus as baseline. To quantify the general impact of stimulation during 
sleep, we contrasted the average ERPs and ERSPs with the pre-stimulus-baseline. We averaged mean 
voltage and mean spectral power across time-windows and time-frequency-windows of interest. 
Electrodes showing significant deviation from baseline in these windows were identified using cluster-
based permutation tests (5000 permutations) to correct for multiple comparisons60. 

To assess the EEG signature of successful encoding during sleep, we contrasted mean sleep ERPs and 
ERSPs for word-pairs associated with correct vs. incorrect decisions in the shoebox task. We extracted 
mean ERP voltage for each subject for the early (800 - 1100 ms) and late (1200 - 1500 ms) induced 2nd 
up-state from electrodes F1, F2, Fz, FC1, FC2, FCz. Voltage was analyzed using a repeated measures 
ANOVA with the factors time-window (early vs. late peak) and accuracy (correct vs. incorrect).  We 
further extracted mean spectral power in the theta (5-7 Hz28) and fast spindle (13-15 Hz4) frequency 
bands around 800-1100 ms. We used cluster-based permutation statistics (5000 permutations) to 
identify electrodes that distinguished word-pairs associated with correct vs. incorrect decisions in these 
frequency bands. 

Phase analysis was performed by extracting phase angles at the slow wave frequency of 0.8 Hz16 over 
frontal electrodes for each single trial, i.e. each of the 5708 presentations of a word-pair. We averaged 
the raw signal over electrodes F1, F2, Fz, FC1, FC2, FCz, down-sampled to 100 Hz, applied a low-pass 
filter at 4 Hz, and performed continuous Morlet wavelet transformations with 2 cycles in length at 0.8 
Hz. This yielded phase angles between – and + slow wave peak and +/-
slow wave trough. Phase angles were extracted at 20 ms intervals from 0.3 s before to 2.1 s after 
stimulus onset. For each time-point of the resulting time-phase decomposition, we grouped all trials into 
twelve bins (30° in width) according to their current phase. We calculated the percentage of trials in 
each time-phase-bin that led to a correct response in the shoebox task. If retention of German-foreign 
word pairs was associated with the presence of a specific slow-wave phase at a specific time during 
encoding, percentage of trials leading to correct shoebox-decisions should be elevated in the respective 
bins. We therefore searched for large clusters of adjacent time-phase bins in which more than 54% trials 
lead to a correct decision in the shoebox task. The null hypothesis H0 assumes that phase is not 
associated with shoebox accuracy. Under H0, percentage of correct trials should thus randomly vary 
around the average of 52.42%, yielding small clusters. An empirical cluster was accepted as significant if 
its size (i.e. the number of adjacent time-phase bins) exceeded the size of 95% of maximal clusters found 
in randomized data sets. A total of 5000 random data sets were drawn by shuffling the information 
whether a trial was associated with a correct or an incorrect response in the shoebox task. 

To count how many repetitions of each sleep-played word pair were associated with a slow-wave peak 
between 800-1000 ms following stimulus onset, we assessed for each repetition whether the extracted 
0.8 Hz phase reached an angle close 0 rad (reflecting a wave-peak) in this time window. A repetition was 
said to hit a slow-wave-peak if the phase was within +/-2.5% around 0 rad (within +/-9°) between 800 - 
1000 ms. For each participant, we computed the mean accuracy in the shoebox task separately for 
sleep-played trials that were never, once, and repeatedly associated with a peak. 

To analyze rapid event-related fMRI data on subject level, brain responses to correct and incorrect trials 
in the shoebox task were modelled with stick functions convolved with a canonical hemodynamic 
response function (HRF) provided by SPM8. Six movement parameters estimated during realignment of 
functional volumes were entered as nuisance covariates to account for error variance induced by 
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moving voxel positions. For each sleep-played German-foreign pair, the mean evoked slow-wave phase 
angle between 700 and 1100 ms, averaged across the 4 repetitions during sleep, was included in the 
model as parametric modulator of the responses to correct and incorrect trials. Note that mean phase 
was significantly closer to 0 rad (i.e. a peak) for correct vs. incorrect trials (t(40) = 3.32, p = .002). This 
parametric modulator was scaled in a way that the expected phase was 1 (i.e. a slow wave peak for 
correct pairs and a slow wave trough for incorrect pairs) and the inverse phase -1 (i.e. a slow wave 
trough for correct pairs and a slow wave peak for incorrect pairs). Group level analyses were computed 
based on subject level contrasts using a within-subject one-way ANOVA. All group level models included 
mean global cerebral blood flow as nuisance covariate61,62. To find brain areas associated with successful 
retrieval of sleep-played translations, we contrasted the slow wave phase-informed correct vs. incorrect 
trials, i.e. the interaction terms of the parametric modulation analysis: (correct * slow wave peak) > 
(incorrect * slow wave trough). For a between subject correlational analysis we regressed mean 
accuracy in the shoebox task onto the unmodulated contrast (omitting phase information) comparing 
correct vs. incorrect trials to find neuronal activity which scaled with individual performance. The 
primary area of interest was the hippocampal formation. Therefore, we masked brain activity with the 
automated anatomical labelling (AAL) template63 for the bilateral hippocampus and applied a small 
volume correction within that region accepting voxels as significant at p < .05, family-wise error (FWE) 
corrected. Inference on whole brain level was carried out on an uncorrected voxel-wise height threshold 
of p < .001 with a cluster extent threshold of 10 voxels.  
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